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Wasingion Gomespondece.
Ee
great juny the more ** advanced ” Christian} think that]
of Public Wor-.
Events of i Week. ;
k | although he was mistaken, he is still'a dear,
to intwist and
that: the wor- men? To undertake
WasINarON, Hob. 2, 1571.
A ‘WEEKLY Rewiaions Xgwarsres
dod delightful, naughty man, and, that they
of the church, those gnarled branches: which ‘are
* MORE INDIAN OUTRAGES,
|
THE SUPREME COURT.
y
around their life, is it: not_like taking their must really forgive him, Toa, heathen
for
others
and
FOR THE FAMILY. Ts 1 ‘a word of counsel and appeal addressed to very root out of them? How many are looker-on of some cultivation and sense of We, Yidve about ‘concluded that the In-|. “A dull day in Congress, when Senators. and
dians never will learn . to be ‘cautious. The Representatives seem half asléep, gives an excelthem. If the plan is adopted of making here who know. this froth experience ! Cori- humor, the whole thing, the festival nolud- Osages have been trusting white men again, | lent opportunity for * dropping in,” and watchPublisher,
ik A. in
the morning service a service for saints, and ceive yourselfas being again in the state of ed, would be as good as a play. of the Supreme Court
of the Unit» and with the usual
results. It will be re- ing the doings
{ the evening service a service for: sinners,
ed States. The Court Room is in the Capitol, on
a child, and your whole life as conforming
membered that Congress passed
a bill at its the east side of the North Wing. It 1s semi-eirdube se
A commana
7 shoot
ould i addressed to
the custom of attending
once a ‘day only is. to the wish of your Father who is in heaven.
Is England | Prosperous?
last session legalizir oe robbery by which lar in form, seventy-five feet long and forty-five
Pr
encouraged, and the saints will leave plenty What a mighty change would that be !—
this tribe had been deprived of their best feet high. Its greatest
is forty-five feet.
Berm:
ns
9000 por your or if pu
iri
ADpi
of room for the sinners at might. - The New Baschor.:
Professor Henry Fawcett, in the Fort- lands. They objected, however, to selling their A rangeof Tonic columns, of Potomac shite,
nightly Review, thus answers. the question :
forms 4 colonnade on the eastern side of the
ANCES
must be made fn mone or--| Testament plan was to take distinet and |
ders, bank Shecks, or
he money hen separate measures
for
the
evangelization
of
A
Significant
Tribute.
Let it be at once admitted that some them, and the Commissioners pledged them- room, while pilasters, of the same marble, are
neither of these
procu
m
a
in the circular wall, that sweeps around
Bo
letter... All Postmasters
' re obliged to the world. ‘We too tiuch confound the
2
po
—r od
branches of industry are reviving from the selves to secure better terms. There upon placed
register letters whenever equated to do so.
i
opposite
them. romBier rr
ph brack.
The
opinion
we
expresse
d
lately
that
the
depression
which
has
paralyzed
them
since
worshipof the church with the * effort to
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of Hackney. on * Theories
ship,” in which it was urged
ship was chiefly and mainly
‘but prayer should be offered

—————

* Offios, 89 Washington 8t;, Dover,N. iy

are forwarded until Ph
t order is
vy the Publisher for t
scontinuance,
payments of all arToarnges is made as re-

recclved

Sobmivr is particularly
quested to n note
the a
The Jaber for iSulazly
the
roe of his he
rh forward -what is due for the ensuing
year,
reminder from this office.

‘NEWSPAPER
ER DECISIONS.
1, Aby person, who takes

sinners.
large!
in the
hedges
turned

colored Cadet Smith is the victim ofa villainous persecution has beer confirmed by the

‘upon the best kind of service for spiritual

Hox. MR. PORTER :—My Dear Sir:—Inotice your pr oposal in the House of Representatives to investigate the treatment of Cadet
Smith, for which I thank you with all my
heart, I desire to give you a few facts

spread the gospel and convert
Evangelistic work needs to be done
outside our places of worship,
streets, in public halls, by the
and highways. The. conversation

a\ newspaper regularly

the. post-ofiice—~whether
his name or
another's, or Whottiar he has subscribed or not—is
responsible
for the payment.
2. ia povom aides his paper discontinue he
ey
@ publisher ma conmust
tinue hr] iit un
anil payment is made, and collect the
hole Amount, w
er the paper is taken’ from the
offise or n

8 ty ce,take
or
3, The courte have leckled that Jeuaing
for, is prima

n
8 an:
m
removing un
and leaving them uncilled
oe of intentional fraud.
nts receive

made

sinners.

saints

|
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The Rev. Dr. Brock find much

clear as he could of * our beautiful

———

liturgy p?

and as far away from it as possible.
- At the afternoon: meeting it-was reported

FEBRUARY 8,1871.
ET

were

spiritual impulse in anthem and chant,
Mr. Spurgeon thought chanting a sort - of
primeval neise made by man when he was
4
i | only one of Protessor Huxley's apes and “beforehe came to be ‘man, and as- to niodels
of prayer he would break: them all up and
-smash them to pieces. He always kept as

for the Star

WEDNESDAY,

of

‘a

When

the war, I sent a teacher to Columbia, S. C.

been

for, if sinners were not saints,

no percentage
remium
in addition.
allow
+ &@ We send no books out to be sold on commission, or otherwise, with the privilege. of returning
them.

&

on moneys gen

-about Cadet Smith.

selle thought
too much

had

that 111 churches had now joined the asso-

ARRON

Two Pictdres,

ciation, that by the large liberality of one
friend the Highbury-hill-chapel, the chapel

a

———

for the year 1870, would, it was

An old farm-house, with meadows wide,
A bright-eyed boy, who looks from out
The door with a woodbine wreathed about,
And wishes his one thought all day :
“Oh! if I could but fly away
.
From this dull spot the world to see,

* How happy, happy, happy,

How happy I should be!”

‘

Amid the City’s constant din,

hoped,

be

opened free from debt; but nevertheless the
churches and committee had not raised their
quota of £1500, and about £200 were still
needed. Tile deficiency was at once made
up. Dr, Culross of Stirling was to be the
minister of the new chapel, The increase
-of the yearJn the number of members in
i the
churches
not been large. It was a lean

And sweet with clover on each side;

5

%

year, but emigration

A man, who round the world has been,
‘Who, ‘mid the tumult and the
1s thinking, thinking all day long :.
“ Oh] could I only tread once more
The field-path to the farm-house door,
The old green meadows could I see,

and

local commercial

depression had occasioned great losses in
some churches. The President for 1871 is
the Rev. F. Tucker, of Camden road chapel.

How hsppy, happy, happy,
How happy I should be!”

In his brief inaugural address

he spoke

his predecessors :—Dr. Brock,

whose

of

com:

ingto London was the beginning of new
‘| prosperity for the Baptist churches; Dr.

English Correspondence.

Landels, who

had broken

up

new

ground

and whose ready pen came to help his ready
tongue, while even

Dersy, ENGLAND, Jun, 14, 1871.

‘‘ Judges”

of the

land

recognized his work; Mr. C. H. Spurgeon,
| raised up of God for this day, beloved of all,
the property of all ; Mr. Lewis, whose church
in the west-end was the mother of churches.
Mr. Tucker hoped to do his-best to fill the
office men so distinguished had filled before
him. He said a great struggle was going
on between faith and unbelief. The times
weré such as called for thoughtfulness, fidelity, spiritual life. There were Ptolemaists
in astronomy years ago who supposed the

The religious life of London is, like its
commercial life, quicker, more active, more
vigorous. than life in sma]l provincial towns.
As it stimulates a man of business to get
into the great city for a few days and feel

himself in the rush and whirl of its current
of commerce, so it is ‘invigorating for .a
! Christian minister to associate even for a
short ime with brethren in London and to
know from personal observation with what
enterprises for the Lord their energies are
absorbed. Not only is the pace of holy
‘work more rapid, but the aim and purpose
are usually more
direct ‘and practical.
- There is with our representative metropoli-

or two men whose

There were Ptolemaists in theology now
who held that man was

names

itself.

Ome

at

good

news

of God's

preached.
But prophets

know nothing among you save Jesus Christ
and him crucified.” He would uphold that
truth now. The legal aspect of the atone-

where the

-man might coinmit sin without remorse. If
the law-maker took disobedience easily, the

cbt: are

denomination are awake to
I attended,as I usually do,

heart
to lean upon;

tabernacle. It was at the opening of the
un-

ion among Baptists the building of one chapel every year in some destitute part of Lon-

don, and the encouragement and ‘ quickenTe of churches and brethren in the work of
‘the Lord by quarterly meetings for prayer
and conference. It has existed five years,and
. has made its mark in the metropolis. It

has agded to its original purpose the project
of rendering assistance to heavily burdened
churches in the paying off of the debts upon
their houses of prayer. Mr. Spurgeon has
“been working very hard during the last:
quarter, lecturing several times a week

in

different. parts of London, to gather funds
to earry out this” plan.’ The

annual

and

he

was all to

us

who-* was dead and 'is alive again,” who
* loved us and gave himself for us,” and in
whose hand might be felt thé print -of the

I was held in Mr. Spurgeon’s

. Year, It has for is aim in addition to

ious for an education, and wished
me to take

him north and ‘educate him. - The appeal
was so earnest that I decided to do so. He
éntered our district school, containing 1,100.

pupils, in the sévond class. ‘In thrée weeks
he entered the first class, and at the close of
the term he was the best scholar in the first
class, and received a recommend: ation from

the

principal to enter the High School,

which he djd in thé fall. At the close of the
term ae was the first in thie class. The second year he entered the third class arid came
out *“ No. 1,” besides studying German with

a professor in Trinity College. The third
year he took both second and first classes;
and, although he did double work, came out
with the best, and was assigneda most im-

portant part in the exercises of graduation.

are

satisfactory, that

of all these assertions be at_once assumed, their reservation, driving off their stock and
even outraging and killing the Indians
and facts still rémain which are ever rethemselvés. The Red men” are, angered at
minding us that the wealth annually aecumulating in England is so distributed, that such treatment, and have applied to the
a niillion of our fellow countrymen are pau- Indian office for protection. It is barely
pers. A far greater number, probably, possible that their wrongs may be.redressed.
have to endure a more
misery; for it | _..THE DEEAY OF MINISTER SCHENCK.
The postponement from week to week of
is impossible to conceive ‘the severe distress

of those who have, ffom/day to day to strug-

Mr. Schenck’s departure for the Court of

gle hard for a bare livelihood, and who
know that they have no savings to withstand
the trials of old age and sickness. It is idle
to congratule ourselves upon increasing ex-

St. James has given som& color to. the reports recently current in Washington that
negotiations onthe Alabama clairas were to}

ports, and imparts, it iga

ponement only made the public more negy-

cruel irony to be

meet-

purpose.

geon, ‘and

correspondent,

and

the

meeting closed. It was a good meeting,’
closing a good day. The small attendance
was owing to the non-issue of tickets of

‘the- Jmectingy

Were

80° well |

are a countless number

thatthe principal reason of his delay was
that the President desired to see what Con-

who can not

obtain

a sufficiency of food, fuel, and clothing.
With: the return of inclement weather, the
account of some poor creature. being

starv-

them, and to me

there seemed

want of appreciation on the part 6f some of lected until the vines have gone in and out,
~

. God hag opened fo them.
:
At the morning meeting of ministers (or,
pastors as they are more commonly designated) there wasa considerable part of the

Nod

. Suespensin prayer. ‘It was’ a most re-

freshing season, muth nearness, of access to

God's; presence was. enjoyed, and hearts
brimmed over
-

with

penitence, with

full

| Shure of gracé and holy joy' in ‘the
A pager was
y Tendaby Mr, Relgtes,

and twisted themselves

around

the trelis.

Took at it for awhile, and say to my gardener: “See here; which is the cheapest,to

inevitable

re-

was not

very

communicative,

but

stated

gress was going to do with reference to the
recommpepgdstions in the message of the ap-

ed to death unfolds

the terrible truth that

pointment

there are those who

are

and take charge of the Alabama claims, before he was given his final ‘instructions.

never

reached ei-

ther . by the Poor Law or by charity, and

of commissiners

to ascertain

who sink to the grave because ‘they ‘are
too independent to accept the pauper’s dole,
or because they are too manly to beg, or

The foreign committees of both houses now

too honest fo practice the hypberisy which

|

have ‘this subject -‘under consideration, and
important action is expected at an early day.

f.

| SPAIN.

cathedrals, church,and monastic refectories,

that the accession of King “Amadeus to the

vérsity, intending to e

and one of iron ‘is
“Galilee” at Durham.

throne has alreddy been recognizedby the

te Him there.

Du-

stated

be in the

ring the month Judge
Hoge, representative
of the Third Congress District of South Carolifia, gave him an appointment to West

terials “pro la pulpylt,” but that was a dis-

Point.

tinct building on the north side of the church,

He desiredto get Gen. Howard's ap-

prov al of the plan.

I

ydiffered,but yielded.

He went, and God only

Entries at-Exeter,

1518-25, relate

for lecturés
and sermons.

to ma-

Capitals and ba-

me.

knows how muchhe

I had an interview

with President

last. He said: * Don't take him away.

cel in front

of the

altar.

they were addressed

At a later time

from

the

ambo,

or

The

reading-desk, in the nave,an innovation as-

as well be fought now as any
was permitted to stay. Secarcepassed when he has not been
words, or blows inflicted, to

signed to Chrysostom at Constantinople.
In some churches the preacher used.to sit,

and the congregation to stand, and generally the lecture

was

more

of the extempore

force him to do something for which they kind than now prevails. The orderly conmight expel him. 1 beg you to continue duct of a modern congregation arises from
your efforts in behalfof this persecuted young the discipline of ages, having succeeded,by
man.

‘

Davi CLARE. »
+
+.

Christians and Christmas.
|

a

—

The New York Nation has a unique

way

Considering that last Christmas was the
eighteen hundred and seventieth annivefsa-

gradual process, habits of comparativyy lit~
tle decorum, and the open expression of
opinion on the merits of the preacher's discourse. The rarity of wooden pulpits of
earlier date than the Reformation, is no
a ubt principally attributable to the sweep:
ing clearance of church fittings pursuant of
that event, justas with altars, and roods,

and séreens. Yet they, one and all, are
met with with in ‘modern Papal churches,

ry of the birth of Christ, and that the relig-. where the presence of either can scarcely
ion he founded was above all things the re- be due to the Reformation.
yi

(ying to shoot passing German

Chris-

here, that one of the amazing ' things which

ti

he found in

have horribly gashed and mutilated,

they ‘first drew upa Constitution. If ten
men of botany met in a hotel in Switzerland
to hear a paper on the habits of Tellia Guil-

rough the head; and when German
Christians catch them, they shoot them.
through the head. - Over half of France th
Christian churches are turned into hospital
for persons whom their brother Christians

In

Lbuy an old placeof a careless ‘man, and ‘ments for destroying life and property as
a painful [find that the grape-trellises have been neg- they think proper, and the Latin Christians

the London churéhes of the great privileges:

suspicious,
and the

sult was reached last week in the attempt of
some reckless, reporter to interview the
General as to ‘the cause of his delay. He

the 1st of May I sent him to the Howard Uni-

(of keeping in the Black Seg as many instru.

attended on Tuesday. last as I have seen

Each post-

ous and

America,

was 'thatno

set of

men could get together to. do anything,
though there were but five of them, unless

admission. Everybody thought there would another quarter of Europe, Russian Chris- ielmensis, they sat down and heard it.
eracle,isalways attractive,and its attractive- be no room, so almost nobody came from a tians announce their determination to kill But if nine men of botany here meet to hear
ness is the greater because the: year’s work is distance.
THOMAS GOADBY.
| and maim any’number of Latin Christians, a paper read on Shermania Rogeriana, they
then reported, new officers are appointed,
besides Mohammeédans, that may be necessa- have to spend the first day, first in a tem"anda new start is made forward, Yet I do |
ry
in order to secure themselves the privilege porary organization, then in appointing a
Gnarled Lives. ws fd

ing; from the simple fact that it is at the tab-

in Washington.

ets that support
the busts of five former Chief.

Justices,—John Jay, John Rutledge, Oliver Ells- .
worth, John Marshall, and Roger B. Taney.
Fhe dome-ceiling is partly composed of glass,.
through whieh the light streams joyfully, falling
upon the sults rich, velvet carpet, which deadens
the footstepsiof
Over-the

lawyers,

and

spectators.

length of the straight eastern Wall, is a gallery,

This room was thé Senate-Chamber for forty
years prior to 1860. In it were heard the voices
ay, Benton, Wright, Hayne, and
‘of Webster,
ge names are remembered. Here
all the rest w.

the great debat®
Hayne,
§ the

occurred between Webster and

Here were displays of eloquence,

such

new Senate-Chamber has never witnessed,

ere were giants in those days, greater

than

be seen at the Capitol to-day.

'

s the colqred brother opens ‘the door to let
ou in, you see before you, behind.a cloth

cover-

ed bench, sitting in great, high-backéd chairs; and
clothed in long, black silk gowns, eight venera-

ble judges, Nelson, Clifford, S##fyne; Miller, Davis, Field,

Strong,

and Bradley.

The

portly

Chief Justice, Salmon P. Chase, is not there.
Disease holds him in its grasp in New York. At
elefen o'clock, on the first Monday’in December
of each year, the court meets, and remains in session till the next summer. Before the judges,
sit the lawyers, and,
spectators.
The proceedings
The court is opened
the case for the day

back of the lawyeis,

-

sit the

are dignified and
orderly.
by the crier, as usual, and
is taken up.
Here are Ev-

arts, Stanbery, O’Connor, Stoughton, Curtis and
others, who, hy their talents and industry, have
made for themselves national reputations.

These

lawyers differ somewhat from the great majority
of lawyers

throughout ‘the

country.

They

are

not so noisy, in the first place. They realize that
their business is to’ convince judges, not to sway

reply that they wl, in turn, slanghter any

number of Greek! Christians sooner than
submit to anything of the kind. Over here
we do not at present 'propose to kill any

Governments of France, Italy and Belgium,
and concludes by saying that the new. Government desires to re-establish the former
cordial relations of Spain with the Pope.

The elections for the Cortes will be held
towards the ‘end of February. The means

*

Dresses of silk and velvet, trimmings of lace and
‘satin, diamonds and pearls, are so abundant,
that ong can not help asking where all the money
comes from.
It-igeasy to see how Mrs. Blanche

Ames, (formerly Butler): ‘cap spond a fortune for
dress and ornament, fore
dy kngwy that
her

father

is very

rich;

‘but tise mystery to

me as well as to many other lookers-on; how the
wives and daughters of Senators and Representatives, who came here five years ago, poor, and
who get but five thousand dollars a year, are able

usedby the government for tracking the
assassins of Gen. Prim Lave at last been to dress like princesses. Perhaps the numerous
crowned with success. The names of the grants of land to railroad conipanies and other’
gigantic corporations, that. have been made durassassins are kept secret by the authorities|; ng fhe last few years, have some connection with
meanwhile, but it has been elicited that one

Gonzalez, a noted bravo of Madrid, is close- |
ly concerned with the affair. It is Lconjectured that he is_in the pay of some prominent pebsons holding- high official position
| under the present government, and that he
hindSelf is either'the actual assassin of the
general § that his hired associates are the
It is authoritatively stated that the
dynasty
which was but recently deposed
from
the throne of Spain is also implicated
in this tragedy.
THE SURRENDER OF PARIS,
The German troops have been now a week
and a half in
possession of the city, The
French accept
the situation with their usual
emphatically to seize
bluster, ulin
King Wi
again’ by the throat just as
soon as they haVe had
a Hh
tp spell.
In the meantime
they are ravenously devouring such meats and cereals as they can
wy any means get into their mduths,—pretsy good evidence of their starved condition.
ere is comparative quiet in the city, but
the combustible French nature is likel
flame into revolt at’ any moment.
ho
troops in both armies are making the most
of the Armistice, and indulging a hope that
the war is ended.

Whether it is

or not de-

nds upon the acceptance or refusal of the
ollowing terms of peace,
prescribed by
Bismarck to Jules, Favre :—The cession of
Alsace and Lorraine with Belfort and Metz ;
the payment of ten million francs as indemnity for the expenses: of the war; the cession of the colony of Pondicherry, and the
transfer to the German navy of twenty first-rate frigates. Favre refers these terms to
the Constituent% Assgmbly which assembles
soon, ~
A REPORT AGAINST
WOMAN SUFFRAGE,
On Monday of last week, J udge Bingham
presented’ to the House of" Representatives

the majority report from the Judicl

com-

fe display of wealth, that is seen at the capital
now,

i

The exactions of fashion and position have’
come tobe really a serious matter, and constitute
one of the greatest causes of apprehension tha
“exists
in our social orde r. The evil prevails in
our la
cities, but is, Rerbaps, nowhere so po-

tent as n Washington.
he worst feature is not
the i
of time, although that is bad encugh.
If half the time and money that are dev
to

dress and guyoty,
ga
wis spent in doing gdod to the
poor colore
who are so numerous almost within theLyi
of the dome of the ap a

i, how great would be the diminution of

ng and death among

them!

And how greatly

a
the hearts and souls of fhe
from the exercise of such cha
effect

is that

vars grow
far worse

|

upon the bodieso ii devotees of

fashion aud of their children. - Worse than all,
is the example thus set, which
persons of less
means

all

over

the

land

will follow, although

the pursuit bring bankruptey and misery.
LANDS

.

FOR SOLDIERS.

A ipeasitte ot Tu importance to the patriots
who served in the Union army during the late
war, has just,
the: House of Representa-

tives.> Tt)
t provides
des that
$ at bin
every Fig soldier and
officer,
Te or more, and
- has since ho
every. naval

sored Io ys
to the
Government, and
officer, . mdi
and marine, who

served not less than ninety days, and has since
remained . loyal Provided that he was honorably
discharged, shall,
on compliance with the provisions of "the homestead acts,be entitled to reatent. for one hundred and sixty acres
ceive a
of land, including the alternate reserved sections

along railroads,

missioner

of

the

°

It is made the duty of the ComGeneral

Land

Office

to issue

certificates to parties entitled to land, who shall
be allowed to assign them to anybody who will
enter upon the land, and thereon build his home.
The A
of soldiers who have died shall receive
the benefits of the act,

“One of the most pleasing features of the bill is,

that the time spent in the United States’ sérvice,
or, where a soldier was discharged, on account
of -wounds or disubilities incurred in the line of
duty, then the term of enlistment shall be deduct-

ed from the time heretofore required to perfect
title, and where a soldier died during his term of

Wha

enlistment the whole term of enlistment shall be
so deducted. Where
a person, entitled to the ben-

efits of the bill, does not care to settle upon his
land, he has the privilege of selling it to any person who will settle Monnit, Thus our discharg-

ed soldiers

will be

desirable class of settlers.

president, two secretaries and a treasurer,

thet was i:
a

desirable

portion

-

able to secure a home in the

mittee relative to the memorial
ictoria
Woodhull and others, asking Fb
to
.declare woman suffrage to exist in the Unit¢d States by reason of the XIV, amendment,
committee to draw a. constitution, then in The report, discusses all the points made by
correcting the draft made by them,.thewin the memorialists. It states, that the four-

of the great West, on the line

of the Pacific Railroad, and the United States
will have its unoccupied lands taken by # most
‘A FAREWELL,

¢ On Tuesday last, Senator

wien

SPEECH.

Saulsbury,

of Dela-

teenth amendment does not confer suffrage
| anes , took occasion to doliyer what may be galled
appointing a committee to ‘nominate of- | upon’
woman,
The . word
* citizen” as
well speech: He sud that
the southern people
ficérs, then in choosing a president, vige- therein used means just ‘what “it did in the Were
no more traitors ham the Vice President’ .

‘This takes all the first day.
people are

fools

If any of these

enough, or. wise enough

original

Constitution,

ahd no

more,

It

that ‘‘every grave’ of

eirs is a pilgrim ‘shrine. ‘He went on, for
takes the ground that Congress has not the |
time, in & ram
, Andistinct way, and,
rig: ht to prescribe the qualifications “of | py ally, gare way for a m tion for mn. executive
. Tle threatened to resume his
discourse
electors, that being the peculiar province of | se

take that vine up, and burn it and plant a body, but it is'only a fow weeks since anoto- , (* persistent, is the. medern word) to conie
We, ably
thie states. When the latter choose to take
shury’s volu
new vine there, ‘or ‘undertake to trim this: tious Massachusetts Chivistinn got ap ‘and second time, all will be well, and they this step they gre at perfoct liberty to.do so,
@
got
partially:
up and giveit a new start sand endeavor to calmly proposed as a means of making po-, will hear about. the Shermania. "
:
The re
concludes by
g that if
fi. pin hii sober;) he
train it right”. He would say that’ ‘it was litical capital for the party; that American
Xbibition that he |
women
have, as “is claimed, the existing
tion. cou!
vote, ‘the made
about, ‘six of oné and half a dozen of the Christians generally should go to killing
. (3od, in tender indulgence Ww oyr differ right under the , Constitution to
Sper place to
i
‘of
the
countyy
is
the
other.” On the whole, it is betterto planta ‘English and’ Canadian Christians and de- ent, dispositions, has strewed the Bible with
er legisla- 1
that right, and
fo
‘new ‘root than to ‘seek 5 SHge te | old stroying their property, on account of a éer- flawers, dignified it. with wonders, and en tion onHr part Congress: would be use- ‘ner, vik in avesine
min, w ho was om
2 hi nim Onination.
"PRESCOTT.
vine,
Hesgund,
’
aosLy.
A UR
tor ig
tain sum of money; and large numbers of riched it with. Slight
btn

¥

judges

entrance,is a clock, whose ticking scarcely disturbs the silence. ' Extending the

Senor Martos,Minister of Foreign Affairs, the passions of juries; and so they use argument,
has issued a circular ‘to
diplomatic re- and law and reason, to the exclusion of loud
ughout the words and frantic’gesticulation. Théy have, also
: presentatives of Spain
outgrown the flippancy and * smartness,” which
————
%
educated at this school.
;
world upon the foreign policy ‘of the Mon
are so common with young lawyers. There are
Smith was a member of my household, and .
The solemn reading of the law of Moses archy. The document praises, in the high- not many gestures, but a good many books, and
was the most truthful and correct boy in all to the populace of Jerusalem must have est terms, the ‘devotion of the exsiegen) a great deal of logic and earnestness.—Altogethhis habits and deportment that I ever saw. been an impressive service, when ‘‘Ezra the Serrano, and the late Gen. Prim, to the wel= Ser a visit to the Supreme Court is productive of
"What ball-playing, skating, and Other scribe stood upon a pulpit of wood: which fare of Spain, and says that to their efforts many interesting and profitable reflections,
SOCIETY.
amusements are to others, books and study they had made for the purpose.”
As to its is, in a great degree, due the improved fiwere to him. He sat at the table with my configuration we are not informed, though nances of the kingdom. The foreign policy | That peculiar conglomeration of persons and
observances, that is called “society,” is very
groom and, gardener, both Americans and it must have been a spaciofis raised plat- of Spain is comprised in the ‘ words, ‘We prominent in Washington this winter. Balls,
intelligent men. His good deportment and form; if the six persons named on one side desireto live at -peace with all nations.” parties and receptions are the rule, pot the” exgentlemanly bearing commended him to ev- of Ezra, and the sevén on the other were The circular--deplores the prolongation of ceptioni The chief business of the wives of
ery one here, both in.school and church. On also upon it. Stone pulpits existed in some the war between France and Prussia; says prominent officials is to call'and to receive calls.

Mr. A. J. Bfown pressed home
your

be renewed

ever boasting’ iG
vast national
wealth,when we know.that as each winter recurs they are in the richest inetropolis in the
world 158000 paupers. In addition to those
actually in réceipt of parochial relief, there

nails and whose heart throbbed towards. us. ligion of love, the’ condition of the Christian
beneath the scar of his wounds for our sin. world presents a curious ‘spectacle. Some
Constitution Making.
The evening meeting was in the great forty millions of German Christians are
Tabernacle, It was only a third filled. helping in every way in their power .to kill
Edward Everett Hale, in his story ¢ Ten
Young Mr, Brock spoke with much freshness and maim a simifar number of French Chris- Times One is Ten,” thus satirizeg a custom
and power gpeking to comfort the weak and tians, and destroy their property. Large .of the country:
v
feeble, and encourage those who were con- numbers of young French
‘t
One
of
the
Wise
men
of
the East—was
Cliristians, too,
scious of broken resolves and unfulfilled | are lying in wait behind h¥@ges and in ditch- it Louis Agassiz P—said, when he first came
the message of mercy to sin-burdened souls;
some brethren prayed, Wigner, Stott, Spur-

the Osages consented to be removed to the
Indian Territory, but while the necessary
negotiations were in progress, squatters on
the Osage lands broke their agreement te
the Indians, crowded over the remainder of

The principal of the High School says that so frequently imposes on the charitable.
he is the best scholar he ever saw. The.
Antiquity of Pulpits.
sons and daughters of our fist families are‘

law-breaker need nof take it hard. But it of expresing itsélf. Noticing the varied
was felt a living Saviour, a personal divine condition of affairs in the world at large last
friend, was needed, - a hand to. clasp, al Ch¥istinas) it said :
;

’ the annual meeting of the London Baptist

association,

My

ra
ed to the boy Smith, then
15 years old. My teacher said that he was
a remarkable scholar and possessed. an excellent character.. The boy was: most anx-

1f God could pardon sin without atonement,

often neglected or despised. Iam not sure
that in London the ministers and churches
of the Baptist
, their pri

close of

867, I visited her school.

ment must be as firmly maintained as ever.

grace i faithfully

n_ thelr own

Soon after the

the center of the | -Grant when there, on the 2d and. 8d of July

tine nor a fanatic had said ‘¢ I determined to

least of the. Baptist ministers in London will
be remernbered with George Whitefield and
the ‘Wesleysto the end'of time, and is already known almost everywhere

In-Janu

battle might
time.” So he
much ‘‘ sweetness and light” as Mr. Mat- ly a day has
thew Arnold and who was neither a Philis- assaulted by

are already historical, whose fame is as far
spread as. the very gospel

returns

that

ses for the ambos at Westminster were paid
has suffered from the day he trod that forin 1352. Preaching appears toshave been
ground until this last court-martial. Ihave a part of religious services from the earliearth was the center of the universe,” and" been there three times to look after him. He est ages of the Church; and the sermons
sun, moon, and stars moved round it.’ would have left in July had it not been for were commonly ‘delivered in the. chan-

universe, all things must be measured from
tan brethrenno beating . about the bush; his standard, and collective humianity Wis
they go straight to ‘business. God favors. the only God they knew. One who had as
them with one

the revenue

Let it be conceded.

His case is still under in- more money is paid away in wages, and
:
:
‘that there is a greater consumption of the
prime necessaries of life. ~ Let the accuracy
HARTFORD, Jan. 14, 1871.

power. Some would have chanting, others
spoke tenderly of prayers framed on the
model of the Liturgy,and one or two strongly condemned anything approaching an ornamental service. The Rev. Arthur Merthe distinctions between saints and sinners,

*

following letter.
vestigation :

the panic of 1
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¢inating prospects and pecunjary vewards ‘You may not possess ** all knowledge,” nor
.** all faith,” but you can ‘be a consistent
fallen among bad companions. Her dsugh- offeréd/in other pursuits. *
’
every day philogophdr,
gw
,
ter secks the company
of the light and Vain, | We have turned our eyes vig
A—
and is pleased with the glitter and show of hopes: and sanguine expectations, to"
the
folty and mirth. Shall the mother despair genergl diffusion of religious literature,
Barly Sketches.—No. 5.
and restrain prayer? Shall she cast away tracts, papers, and"the distribution of Bibles,
:
BY JOSEPH FULLONTON,
her confidence ? . God forbid! She can only but with-all that has been done and expendwait, trusting in God. He id faithful. Wait-- ed in this direction, it is estimated by
ing, she may die and not see the desire of ‘those who have canvasséd the subject, that ' THE FIRST FREEWILL BAPTIST CHURCH.
Eld, Rendall had resided in New Durliam
her heart, But when the jewels of God are full one half of those who die annually in
made ‘up they shall be numbered. Oh! our favored ‘land, studded . witli. churches, - more than two years when the first church
Christian parents, do not forget to pray, and and flooded with gospel light, die without was formed. He was in labors abundant,
pray much for your children, - Let not your any well-grounded hope in Christ. |, It is es- much of the Divine presence ‘was felt, but
faith forsake you. Cast not away your con- timated * by candid and considerate men, the Progress of free sentiments had not
fidence. Do not, becansé it seems as though that not more than half of those in our cit- been'rapid. The time came at Jepgth when
your child was going to ruin, think that ies, within the influence of the" sweet mu- it was judged advisable to organize, A
God has not heard, and is not going to an- sic of Sabbath bells, ever enter the house of meeting was appointed for the - purpose,
swer your prayers. Do not forget to-trust God, dnd fur less are regular, comstant atThere was no meeting-house in town at
God. * You do not know the futitre. There tendants upon the means of grace,
are more ways than you dream of in the * The ministers, taxed by numerous calls’ the tjme, Gnless one had been erected at
economy of God for bringing souls to upon their time, and pressed by imperative the Corner,two miles “or more from the
heaven: And not one disappointed parent duties, find their.labors sufficiently onerous home of Eld. Randall and the seat of his opwill ever stand before God and say, “‘I took to meet the wants of their own congrega- erations. According to our hest informathee at. thy word, and laid up treasures for tions, and have no time to reach this large tion the organizationctook place in a dwell

son

is wayward

and disobedient; he “has

ih;

os
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The Grace of Waiting.
We

get at the meaning of many words in

. our language better from their derivation
dhah by any formal definition. In this way,

ii

2

-

a.

PUIG

S

. we

are let down into the heart of the word,

3

and learn its secret. We go back to its
birth, ‘and find "its mother and its cradle. |
+ The: word patience: is of this class. It has
os
y

a

.«

‘an old ancestry; and
that it. is 'a ‘word born
of quiet endurance in
waiting in tribulation.
, :As used in the New

.

its derivation shows
of sorrow, indicative
suffering, of silent
Testament, it means

that quality of unmurmuring, uncéinplaining waiting. which remains steadfast and
confident even amid discouragement and

darkness,—a
God.

trustful, ‘hopeful waiting for

And of all Christian grages, none is

of more value than the. grace;
of, waiting
with courage and hppe ;—the pitience which

my children, praying for them day and
night and now where are they? They are
likely to come to. pass, but of which there is | not here.”
God will answer your prayers.
assurance that they. must and will in God's | Do not stint them and do not doubt that they
time. This is the patience needed among | will be answered. So may you receive the

waits for things which'do not seem to be, or

Christians and in the church,—rthis quiet | promise.
ht
waiting for the salvation of God.
In one of | Churches and ministers need this grace, ofhis letters to the churches,the apostle points | tenin laboring for a revival of God's work.

out one important and significant item al- | It sometimes happens, that for weeks and
ways antecedent to ‘the grace of waiting; | nionths together, the cloud of mercy seems
viz., doing the will of God. ‘Ye have need | just oyerhead, ready to shower down its
‘of patience, that after ye have done the will
of God, ye might receive the promise:” Our

blessing of ‘dalvation.
Christians pray;
the means off grace are faithfully used.

patience follows this. We have no encour-

But

agement to sit down and wait, till we have
done” the will of God. The grace of waiting always follows doing. And when the

mercy does not

- end

of duty

_ waiting

is reached,

begins,

Too

then

many

the

lingers; the
fall

conversions, and

as

no

foere.

in

fact ‘it_is only,

idleness,

way of

Christians, it

Pprayer-meeting

another name for |

an excuse for not doing.

Under

“Not

be patient and

too fast,” they say, “let us

wait.

A few

Now,it ig that

is

not as

It won't do to be

interesting,

sol-

effectiveas could

be desired, and every church-member does
not
and
and
and

the. plea of “Waiting, they find excuse for
neglect.

circle, "that

How .then,shall the great work be accom-

seem up to our standard of interest
in the spirit of revival, to get impatient,
fret and scold. Work and wait. Pray
wait. Hold fast to the promises of

hasty and rash.”
This they denominate | God. The lingering blessing will come in
earnestness and zeal; and studying their | due time.
. own ease, when they should be hard at work,
The%¥xample of Christ “sets the seal of
they call lazinesh patience.
importance to the teaching of the Scripture,
The grace of waiting is especially need- relative to this Christian grace. His life

ed in labor to promote moral and religious

was one of deliberate and patient fidelity,—

reform.
growth.

thought for the morrow.”

The life of wor-

pr.

Surely, there must be more consecration in
the pulpit, and deeper piety and more sacrifice in the pew, "than we now have. ' This
work can not be done by proxy. -Itisa
personal work, demanding all the talent of
the church, both'ministerial and lay. It is
not enough to scatter tracts, and give Bibles,
but accompanying these, must be the warm

unfold

the

beauties

Jan. last, we visited New

Durham and that

:
The building is a‘ double house one &ory

high. It never.has had much paint on the
outside,nor. much, if any, within, . The room
in which Eld, Randall organized the first
church,we foundbhy measure about 16 feet
square. No plastering was ever put upon
it, but ceiling on the sides and even overhead. Large braces, supporting the beams,

joyousness

of his

service,

down with wood pins, made

holes.

for inch auger

It ‘was said this floor had been there

from the beginning.

It was

We felt
is called to do his part in this the whole had an air of ‘neatness,
work. Not that we are to neglect other that we were on a good foundation, and in
duties, for diligence in business is enjoined | one sense on ‘‘ the old ground,” as much as
upon us, but God opens within the eircle of >any one has been «of late ; but we trod lightevery one's influence, golden ‘opportunities, | ly there, for it seemed *‘ holy ground.”
The organization was effected in this
which, improved, render the faithful soul
rich in the coin of heaven ; neglected, they are room by adopting articles of faith and a
covenant.
Eld. .Randall recorded that,
lost forever, as far as we are coneerngd, and
a soul wrecked that our fidelity perhaps “ All, in solemn prayer and supplication to
| would have saved. And through no other the Lord, covenanted together in the fear of
The nummeans, or instrumentalities, can we ever God, and signed .our names,”
ber
that
united
was
seven.
Their
names
hues
and
hope to see the softening” tints
of-beauty, relieving the moral desolation] W°" Benjamin Randall, “Rbbert Boody.
around us. Nor can we ever really and Nathaniel Buzzell, Joseph Boody, Judith
fully realize the command of Christ to the Chartel, Margery Boody and Mary Bugz-

| other way.

It*was

:

iy

The day of the week on which the church
was constituted was Saturday. More than
two months passed before a meeting for
church business was held. It was Sept. 2,
when it convened again. Then four others

not to thetwelve or-

lions, think.” |
© ==Byron.
Yes, words are things, and many of them

have been devoted to the subjects of this
article without producing the desired results. But we try again, hoping to arrest
the attention and thought of a few, at least,

of those charged
with the care and conduct
of our Sunday schools. Fresh air! what
is it? What d we mean by it? Webster.
‘defines fresh thus: * Possessed of original
life and vigor: new and strong : uni
:
sound: not faded: lately produced, gath-

upon reforming society, uponsextending the

kingdomni" of Clirist upon earth; need a great

were further

often

than centuries ago. This may appear to
be, and yet we are to be hopeful agd wait.

deal of the grace of waiting.
discouragements,

waiting, sometimes,

There will be

‘and

a great

occasion
while.

for
And

there is nothing in human experience more
sublime than this patient waiting in the
midst of discouragement and suffering, with
confidénce and joy. It has an eloquence

‘beyond

the power of speech.

There

is

something in Judson’s toiling on, year after
year, with no apparent success, hopefully,

trustfally, waiting in patience God’stime,
that compels our reverent admiration. Seven

years of labor and not a single conversion !
Yet he was patient before God, with faith
and hiope-unshaken. It is more than Human,
It is divine.
In the

-~

battle’s strife, it is the-fierce shock

of the terrible charge, rushing with nraddening cries upon the cold, bristling steel and
the hot breath of the cannon, that most wins

the

admiration of<men,

and

quickens the

blood in dizzy excitement.
:
"
But more grand and sublime is the patient.
endurance” which, obedient to the word of
command,

waits
steadily,

unflinchingly,

shoulder to shoulder, the murderous discharge of shot and shell. In all the terrible

. sublimity of Waterloo's battle-scenes, there
is none so silently terrible and grand,as
the endurance

of the ‘Old

Guard,” when,

. after their terrible charge, they waited in

solid square, the horrible tempest of English
and Prussian hail which was poured upon
them ; resisting, waiting, till not a man was

b

loose; as if the handson the dial of God's
great clock of time were set back, and we

So it is with this world's heroes. We admire, we are captivated by thé terrible, resistless earnestness of Napoleon, but we

' + #everence the patient endurance of our own

Washington,

waiting in suffering, hopeful

and confidentin the midst’ of discouragement and defeat. And thus it is in the
moral battle-field. ‘It is not the man who
hurries on headlong and noisy, who most

This is all we

faithful, doing

from

the

day of our

caf do, in our

God's

will,

hope,

sphere to be

The

results:

are his own,—and success will at last crown
the-struggle, létit be never so fierce or so
long.

Tasker, Martha

every temperament and disposition of char-

Davis,

Abigail

Bickford,

Mary Murry; Sarah Benson, Anna Bickford,
Rebecca York, Mary Boody, Sarah Thomas
ly employed, &o reflect its varied graces,
ls
that every eye may catch its beams, and and Joanna Benson.
These appearto have been the statistics
every heart be touched and melted by it.
for the first year. June 80, 1781, was the
D.
‘
|
annivérsary
. of the organization.
Seven
4
>

acter, and every talent in the church active-

constituted the church at the organization,
4 males, 3 females.
Added aftprwards

Philosophy in Common Things.
BY

P.

J. W. BARKER.

«

of the very first principles; while the terrible pest of German rationalism, exhausted or
nearly 80 on its native soil, is s reading

among us, blasting with blight and mildew
the mindsof our youth. * As the outgrowth

of ‘this, we have a cold, heartless humanitarianism,

preclaimed

in cértain quarters as"

ii)

speedily

at)

Berne.

find a wonderful

he

a

but you

!

Your skill is manifested in your

evident

ability to conquer.the misfortunes ingident

to life. It is indeed an exhibition of hefoism tobe ableto row up the -currect,
drive against wind and tide, steadily
surely toward the good. Do not think’
sun lost, because you can not'see it, If
black cloud hang over you, watch for

The

until the day

to
and
the
the
the

member the

of Jesus Christ.”

We

re-

Tuesday and Saturday evening

he’

wi)

got

a Sab-

or obtained
: recently taken from a well or

his temper,
like a wild
break down
is talking

yoivith him
that used to run
first
ass’s colt. These things
who
one's sense that the friend
to him thinks ‘himself ‘more

and great Jess is sustained in consequence.
The superintendent does not think of it

young men ? Can not they help them to rewhich wrongs
sist those temptations out #®

ered, or prepared for market : recently made

hath-breaker; how

he learned to

5

spring : renewed in vigor, fla¢rity. or readi- "righteous than other people, and make shim
ness for action or exertion: cool: brisk: realize that we are all sinners together, and
sweet: good: lively: vigorous.” = Here cer- are all living in glass houses. (Andify when
tainly is a catalogue of capital things,
you talk to men, you ‘do not assume anyFor our present purpose, air
has two thing ; if you gay, ‘* I' have been just where
(significations—first, ** the atmosphere; the you are ; I know your feelings;'l know exfluid we breathe;” dnd, secondly, ¢ the aetly how it seems to ign and, wha
a trugt
peculiar look, ‘appearance, manner, mien, gle it will cause you; it caused me the same
struggle, and I had to get out of it in this
or carriage of a person,”
Now, how many of our Sunday school way, and I did it,” you will by thus encourrooms- are regularly supplied: with fresh aging him lead him along step by step.
air from’the beginning t6 the end of the
‘Do you not. think that you €an do somesession? Very few, indeed, we believe,
men aid
thing of this kind ? Can not young

Not infrequently a fiery furnace occupies’
some part of the Sunday-school room, and
by it, or a red-hot stove, the atmosphere is
baked and poisoned almost beyond calenlation. The writér recently visited a promiState Capital;

and

found

the air so foul'as to be nearly stifling. It
gave him a heavy headache at once, and it
was easy to see that the whole school was
working td great disadvantage in that close

come, though

they

may

be

not

wrong

themselves ? The most

angerous things in

er together in the Lord.

If can be going on

life are the innocent things, because they
are made to be traps to danger. And Lb”
can help the young
when they ¢an
not indpetiniie them.
The work can be
goihg*On all along the way from the lowest 14
roint of morality to the highest s
of reigious development. It can be going on ip
the household. Patents can help their children ; children can help each other; and so
both parents and children can grow strong-

in neighborhoods, Families can ‘help each
other” Tt ought to be in religion as it is in
You never see two or three
and overheated room. "Apd this state _of | horticulture.
enthusiasts in one neighborhood that they
things is common, far too common...
What is the remedy? Immediately ap-.| are not going to each other all the time, in:
point some careful persen, ‘who shall be | reference to tl re plants which they have rais{ solemnly charged with the duty of super- | ed, or are endeavoring to raise. Says one
‘“ How-do you get along with
| intending
the warmth and ventilation of | to-another,
Mine get along very badly.
your room ; demand that he keep the tem- | your fuchsias?

had as good stock. this year as I ever had,
and I have taken great pains with them,
latger; during the entire season of fires. | and yet they do not do. well, After a few
‘Require an evaporator, suitably placed, to | weeks they shed their leaves, and I fear I.
be kept constantly supplied with clear water: | have lost the season so far'as they are con** Where did you
put them?”
By these means a pure and healthy atmos- | cernéd.”
phere maybe maintained, all be able to | * In the sunniest place that I I

| perature between

60 gnd

70 degrees,’ not |

lower than the former, nor highér

labor in greater comfort, and

be

than the”

free

from |

wonder, then, that they have not done wen:

those physical irritations and disturbances | They ought not to be in a sunny place:
| They ought to be where it is sh ady or half
which vitiated air is so apt to excite.
But'-we must refer to the second point, | shady, and where it is moist.” “Oh! I did
Next year, I will have my
viz., the airof superintendent and teacher, | not know that.
How often da these come before the school | fuchsias.in the shade, ‘or where it is hall:
with a weary, jaded appearance well“ calcu- | shaded.”

our work here, and, by-and-by, we shall
pass on to that purer, brighter world, where
the trials €nd troubles incident to this im-

‘What ails my passion-vine?

It seems

to be sound at the root.
have examined
it, and can not discover that it is defective.
But I can not make if thrive. The leaves

seem to be shrinking

up.”

“1

guess it is

the red spider.” What is the red spider?
I never saw any
spiders about m
vine.”
‘“ You can not see
them with the n ed eye;
they are such little bits of things.
Go and ™°
turn up the leaves of your passion-vine, and
see if they are sty on the other side, and if 4 of
they are, take a magnifying glass, and you
will see myriads of little red spiders.”
I
never heard of that before.
shall I
do to destroy these spiders?”
*‘Shower
them with cold water every day. Cool them

off.

Inthat way you will subdue them.”

The man goes home and applies the remedy,
perfect ‘state shall molest our ransomed and, after a while comes back rejoicing, and
says, *‘ I am much obliged to you for tellin
spirits no more for ever.
It is a
Fresh air for the room, fresh air for us me how to save my passion-vine,
2
{ right now.”
all !—S. 8S. Workman.
ae
And so one tells

——

ers of children should bg mindful of the fact
that they are dealing with them at a time ,of
life wifi their memories are at gnce recep-

another,

one

helps

an-

other, and each gets along better for the
help of the others, And summer after summer they go around and show each other
the flowers. that they have raised. Is there

.after the. library, do the singing,

converts’ Bandis not forgotten by many.

and

eyes.

flicts of life R
|

and kind words. But charity is swifter than | philosophy. It- is ‘that . heaven-appointed

age

the teachers and scholars know jit, %nd the
knowledge does not hart him in their

who have left those hallowed influencwhite, but ‘worry will not whitén them. book,
es for worldly scenes and the fierce con-

The-children have not always @ sunshiny
| temper, they willbe cross sometimes, but

his

the
is
the

even

take the place of the sexton in case of ne- |
cessity, He need not do all these at once,

Membersof the Band, will you not remember often and labor and pray “for you Tepor any one of them in a wah or at a time,
brothers and sisters whom you have never’ to interfere with others in
the discharge of.
seen, but whose names are on your roll- their duty. But he can do them. all, and | i

steak will burn

nothing so sweetens a sour spiritas tender

attend to these things,a skillful superintend-

eup

h

ent can so preside, keep order, teach an
class that may be without a teacher, look:

meetings—how we long to be there.: The

sometimes,it is true,but fretting will not restore it. The clothes will not always bleach

| “Need I tell thee,0h! New Hampton, -

A

at

+‘ PLEASE, SIR."—** Sir, do you want

How my heartis bound to, thee?”

to

know how 1 was converted ; I, an old grayheaded sinner P” said a good

old man to a

Janey ‘which supersedes the power of phi- |- Blessed, peaceful Alma Mater, nestled in minister,
SHO
en
;
phy to mitigate the ills of life. In thy quiet home, thy arms never empty; thy |- * Yes, tell me,” answered the minister,
“1 wag walking along one day,-and met ‘inal and blames the law, It is nov at the rly
the early morning hour, when you com- ‘hearth-stone never logely; happy art thou
of Christ that ministry has learned its
a little boy. The little boy stopped at my cross
a constant decrease in the mence your work; so interwoven
in the ever in thy busy thronging children, thrice | side.”
sir,’ he
d; ¢ wil you take lesson, which ‘employs fel in weaving
‘is | number of those who enter upon the sacred net-work of human interest and human hap- happy ait thou when, as now, in thy quiet a tract?* andPlease,
bards, in the vain hope to sheathe
please, sir, will “yon read it ? | silken.
HES,of God's law 5 whieh jot
pines, rémember that the greatest of- all Streets the sound: of . prayer is -heard on Tracts! Talways hated tracts and suc the 1
lack of human’ virthesis charity. This is the every hand and all thy atmosphere is the things, but that * please; sir,’ overcame ma. of
'has | unquestionable piety, , thr
tyy eontrivances
ivance to muflle ’ /
live,©,
of praise... .
© Anomwa. Icould not swear at that kind spoken leaping thunders” of Sinai, and
| means, andby over, work necessitated by grand moving
force in’ the ‘system of the ‘breath
~
“¢ please, sir;’ no, no.
I took the
and ‘no longer a terror to the eri 0 r. { In, the
pay
this lack, have broken down in health, ‘and philosophy of common life; Sometimes
t . Taw was I
thanked
the
little
boy,
and
I
said
I'd
read
the Saviour’s
life.
last
scenes’
sh. their studies.
her instruction. been compelledt6 re
a vast amount of kngwledge' Thereis no joy like that, which springs it’; and I did read it, and the readingof it ‘not, contemned, but ‘* ma, fied an ‘made
wil
l. Now her Othershave been lured away by the fas- make with
very poor every day philosophers. from a kind act or a pleasant deed.
saved J soul. Isaw Iwas a sinner, and honorable." William Re-Williams,

T

Ld

how

such and such circumstances;

over being a chewer of tobacco or a dinper

emn warning for the sinner, 16, these many
blood of the holy one. But though the
years; those middle-aged men and wom- | -TaK SKILLFUL SUPERINTENDENT.—AS a was bitter, it wns meekly drunk, for it
en; thode mthusiastic- students, (how'well good railroad conductor understands every- been the Father's will to mingle it, and
ing’ about his twain, from driving the en- was the
hand that held to the lips of
we Rnow their zeal) May ‘‘ He who has
gine to oiling the car-wheels, and can
Bon the
deadly draught.
Lawlessness
‘begun this good work in you, performit wise directions to those whose duty it is give
to hushed at the sight of Gethsemane. ' In

transformation

taking place.

fringes of silver.

has, indoed, done teas
God's

of one in whom he has confidence,

to.tell how he got over beng do “how he
ot over being dumb in
the prayer-meetproud under
ngs; how he got over being

such communingas that in the garden of
the Lord? Are we telling each other how °
beginning, and severe trials followed. But
the vine flourished and in time was mych in- tive and fetentive. #Should thef. live to be to raise virtues; how to cultivate: Christian
would better take things cool. The man
; how to deold, the things they will then most vividly graces ; how to get rid of faults
The, Demands of the Hour.
or woman who makes the greatest fuss in creased. It is not yet among the largestof remember will have been learned in child héltoy the red spiders that are preying upon *
the
denominations.
No
matter
as
to
that,
Bl
our e? Are we Sou parin results, and
the common’or extraordinary business of
if it would lead to the seeming boasting of hood. Says the Sunday School Times :
making this a practi
ay
in. little
What shall be the future of our country ? life, does not, generally, make most prog- some that are large, of their great success.
It-is not a little thing to teach a child even things and in big? Iam’ afraid that there
This is a question that presses upon the ress. Fuss is not real work. There is a May we ever be humble and * glory in the one sweet hymn or verse of Scripture. One are two things which we are mainly occusaid that of all the famous words that have pied in doing. First, in defending
mind of”every faithful citizen. It must common notion, that in o r to prove to the Lord.”
our own
$443
been written, he would rather be the author
ts; and second, in laying up material
world
your
earnestness
a
f
i
d
sincerity,
you
cause no small degree of anxiety and alarm
of those simple lines, *‘ Now I lay mé down for little, nasty, petty, mean shots at each
to every thinking, warm-hearted patriot must make much ado. Never was there a
to sleep,” than of any other.
No worldly other. We see other people's faults, and we
greater
mistake.
Quiet
streams
flow
strong
|
New Hampton.
and Christian, when he: contemplates the
honor seemed so great in his mind as that remember them, gnd shoot them out in the
wave of prayer going u
mighily from so form of scandal, and the effect is bad, both
evils which are undermining the very foun- and deep, and bear with thei the wealth of
many thousands of Ii oXips, in those famildations of our morality and religion, and a thousand little noisy rills that dash from
How joyously the word goes. round! iar words. Let us study to fill the children’s on us andon those at whom we aim our .
Those who have the faults do not
imperiling our liberties. Already, there the mountain side. This great world moves “ A reviyalaf New Hampton.”
The day memories with sweet and ‘loving and holy shots.
liketo be shot, and so they
put on an -ar-.
with
an
almost
incredible
velocity
througls.
are more than a hundréd thousand China~
has come, * the joyful day,” for which we thoughts, those that will bless instead of mor continually for their own defense. But
men upon our shores, idolaters, who have the midst of space, and yet no mortal ear haveso long waited and prayed. Fathers blight the life, and that it will be -a joy to if we had the spirit of love and ge tenes,
and bore each
others’ burdens, and helped
brought their.rices and idols with them, and ever heard that silent melody of motion,
and mothers renew their faith and more remember when old.
«What if the awkward end of almost
each other over rough places, and wrought
sine
still they are annually arriving’ by. thouearnestly pray that their child may drink
one with another, would
it not be better for
everything seems presented to you in the from the overflowing fountain, may receive
WORK AND WATCHING.—In every soul all concerned?—H. W. Beecher.
:
fd
morning
?
What
if
the
fire
won't
burn
andQC
- Tt is said that in New York city forty-nine
of the blessing so - abundantly poured out. there should berthe sisters of
the
baby
is
cro#s
?
What
‘if.
somebody
has
tive
effort
and
quiet
thought—and
both
hundredths of the population are foreigners,
But New Hampton’s sons and daughters
Submission
- and but little removed, in point of morality failed to fulfill solemn engagements? What all over the land; in fullness of heart, cry, agreeing in mutual "love ‘and help. But
ary no longer sits at the feet of Christ and
and religion, from pagar; and this is ifyou find yourself an hour late at your ac- *¢ Bless the Lord, O my soul; and all that is looks in his face ; she stands at the door and
doubtless true of a large percentage of the customed duties ? You may run never so fast within me, bless#his holy name,” ‘and fer- gazes out into the open’ sky to watch the
If ever it
appeared
as if there might be a ~
and worry never so much and you can never
the will of’
nce, it
tokens of his coming, while in this hope her just revolt drs
population of all our cities. In the South
vently
respond
to
the
appeal
of
“RR.
8.”
catch the least fragment of time. Fret and
to be at the time when the meek
sisterin
ghe house still works. In due time seemed
are four millions of freedmen, liberated
worry are not good antidotes” for cross We will, we do pray for New Hampton. he will be here to crown every humble effort Saviour, innocent, lowly and loving, was
from the most abject, degrading, and cruel
ples,
e, to satisfy the long. sold by the traitor, desertedof his
babies. And who ever found them to be How our hearts run them all over * by with over-flowing
bondage ever endured, ignorant of the Bible,
“name.” God bless them all :—the dear old, ing soul tht looks for him, and to raise al assailed by the false accuser, and condemnlively
tinder
for
an
obstinate
fire
?
‘and in all that pertains to an intelligent |
ge dead for whom we weep.—Rev. John ed by the unjust judge, whilst a race of
If the wrong end seems to comé first, grey-haired Deacon, whose lips have dropmalefactors and ingrates crowded around
er.
exerciseof the rights of citizenship, destitute
ped
wise
counsel
for
‘the
convert,
and
soltake hold of it cheerfully, and you will
their deliverer, howling for his blood, the
Ps

Youmay be in dead “earnest,

wins our praise; but the man who works the gospel of the age,

E

‘The greatest help that one cén have, is

the help

; how he got over being

WHAT SHALL THEY REMEMBER ?—Teach-

20, 7 males and 13 females. Membership
at the end of the year, 27. It was a small

; \Hdlping Others Religionsly. i

of whiskey

| dained, nor the ‘seventy. sent, hit to each
latedto disgust the young! The super- |
- illustrate this. The farmer casts his seed ry and.of hurry of fret andof haste, of fe- and all, thatthe command was given,
and
intendent- needs a fresh air, the teacher |
verish anxiety, and: exhausting: and unreinto the soil; and waits in patience, through
unless each one is faithful to his Jtrust, joined-the little* band. These were David needs it, and neither can achieve the highspring and summer, in wet and dry, in heat mitting ferment is not taught in the exam- upon some soul the rays of gospel light will. Elkins, James Gray, Sarah Demeritt and
est type of success without* it. After Mo- |
This method of work often never be reflected.
and cold, thé increase.
He knows that it | ple of Christ.
Eld. Randall was chosen ses had talked with God, his face shone. |
Whey we look out Lucy Hinds.
takes. time to mature the crop. He ean not: deffats its own purpeses, and limits the upon the landscape, g great variety of colors Clerk. He served till near the close of his +-Let us never again meet our classes with |
..hastenlit, He can not control the rain, the usefulness of those who are so truly in meet our eye, reflected from every spire of life, and.but ‘few church records have ap- that stale, flat, and unprofitable manner
sun, or--the seasons» In due time the har. earnest.
When duty is done, let it rest grass, and flower, and tree, and leaf, form- peared to better advantage. Robert Boody which is so wearisome to the flesh. Cul3
vest is ripened. James uses this figure with there. All anxiety then is only distrust. ing a beautiful, varied and perfect picture, was chosen Deacan. Nov. 5, Esther Palm. ‘tivate rather the ‘‘-brisk: sweet:
lively : vigorous.” Pass it along the: line
much effect when he says: ‘“‘Behold the Let there be confidence in the truth, and
yet every object before us has combined to er and Mary Grimmit were received. On that the Great Teacher expects every one
hushbandman waiteth for the precious fruit faith in God.Let us not fear that the reflect the several hues, in the rays of light, the 17th of May, '1781,the following persons of us-to do his duty, and
do it in the best
of the earth, and hath long patience for it, progress of God's cause will be stayed.
Caleb
Edgerly,
Benj. manner possible. Thus coveting earnestly
and give completeness to the picture. It is { were received:
until. he receive the early and latter rain. The time may be delayed. It may seem as thus in the gospel dispensation. It requires York, Eben Davis, Zacharish Boody, Sam’l the best gifts, and using them, we may
‘confidently look for God's blessing upon
|
Be ye also patient.” Thus it is that those if the, kingdom of darkness had broken

‘whe have set their hearts upon serving men,

30, Sir," was the enter-

si Selections.

C—O

‘Words are things, and a small drop of ink,
. Falling, like dew, upon a thought, produces
That which makes thousands, perhaps mil-

nent school in a

smooth, and

vertetl,

zell.

Fresh Air.

the hour goes by, the air of the apartment
growing worse and - worse every minute,

The floor was of pitch pine plank, fastened

to awaken con-

!

ing wedge to my old hickory hearty!

aml
his many cares, teachers are busy
with their classes, the sexton is engaged in
some other part of. the building; and so

were in full giew, but the fore-plane had
been Shiny ol advantage. The dimensions of the old large fireplace were visible.

of Christ,sand tell the

my sins,

:

plished, and this miglity ‘demand be met ? house. #We will here describe it.

Such reform is a plant of slow steady persistence and patient waiting.
It can not be hastened.
To be Christian mipisters,
especially, need to
+ effective, well-rooted, it must goleep into | learn that lesson.
We are notrespon‘hundred and twenty disciples, on the mount
the nature of men and of society. It must be sible for results, but for fidelity, And havof Olives, “Go: ye into all the world, and
radical.
There must be the seed-time, and ing done as well as we cin, we should
preach the gospel to every creature,” in any
opportunity for growth and development, listen to the Saviour’s voice, ‘ Take no

The processes which develop the harvest,

—-—

ingmow, standing half a mile’ south of the
Ridge, in the valley. On the 10th day of

It will not science, and stimulate the desire to settle
do to cast away confidence, and restrain. the great questions which have agitated
prayer.
It will not do, - beeause every the mind so long. Every individual; con-

term patience,—a waiting for God,— | emn, and apparently as

“when

in this great

never enters thé house of God.

showegof

expected.

[the grace of waiting is needed.

is’ t6 he feared, make a fair show of what
“they

‘the blessing

class, or mingle

4

8.8.3y

a

or

13
af

;

;

7

an
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a

The fisherman wades in the surges,The sailor sails over the sa,
The soldier steps boldlyto battle,
The woodman lays axe to the tree,

=

.

fos

Amen.— Isaac Lord,

‘|

———

[** I had lately several slips of geranium
| given. me in a houquetof

The Glory of the Church.

| mother

planted

them

flowers, and my

in flower-pots,

ut, them in her sunny kitchen: window,

and

FIRE EXTINGUISHER
§.

I highest interestof the working ‘Christian,

| o not know whether they.will grow or
is is his inspitgtion in effort, his consola- | \
I regard the church as above all human { not.’ I went this afternoon to look at them,
institutions.- Its history is dhique' and sub- ‘and felt very much tempted to pull one of tion in sorrow, his gladness in geasons of
i its foundatian the words them. up;.to see if it really had taken: roet. tine joy., Come sickness or easily-besettin
be lime. Having for
mfortin life.
Trude
ros Shas tee cou
/
| and needs, the life and ® death,of : the One I wondered at myself, as I contemplated | Jsin eome depression or delight; come. life
r death, it shal
all be one to him, Let the
1n each is the seedto replenishnoeds—,
Man, it has stood the shocks bf time with: ‘my impatience.
it
vigor
“The world with the
storms beat never so wildly abou the home
out
being
overthrown.
Its
words
are
not
.
It
reminded
me
how
often
Chrisfian
gars,
The
center of honest affection
yi of
granite, yet have they stood when gran deners spoil their careful plantings by being made cheerful and peaceful by love, sunThe impulse to generous
ite
has
crumbled. Marble and porphyry too impatient. to know whéther they have shiné and storms are both alike. The in- A m.
the bloodof the fisher,
shark drinks
he
fio salor bn dropped fn nd

and bronze have

:

:

achievements unseen,
on 4
lengt ns the days of the coward
© Put
ns the crafty and ‘mean.
And

ry.

But God sees the lives that are squandered,
wisdom are blind.

Wistlo

:

" The ‘Wonderful Chain.
a chain;

window,

gave

It

valuable.
.

beautiful, costly snd
pleasuré to-look at it.

They pontinually Jrestion the

The fagot and rack, exile and ‘death,

soul in whom

sword has severed it, ‘Without her minis-

seeing the result

trations the word of God. would have been
an unread and unknown’ book, '
In her have been generated and grown
those benévolent energies. which have ele-

vated and blessed mankind,

-and which to-

She

Ministers

of-the gospel and Sunday: school teachers
have lacked faith in God, and by over-anxiety have driven their charges
further from
the truth, or have made
the soil over the
lant so shallow by continually digging at
t, that the poor plant is like the seed grown

day, with tireless zeal, afe carrying the
gopselto every desert tribe, and the sav-

the sight age islands of the seas.

of their lubors.

dwelling Christ shall sa;

all experiences

in shallow ground, enduring for a’time and

will be recognized as réjoicing,
even willbe holy. Over his

may glory. that the power of Christ may res
upon
:
But
equal to the comfort is the warning to
hiding
stians, suggested LA this truth.
What an impossible work has

Nicodemus on

to acknowledge it; tohave

fire

on

yet no light through the window;

They

and heaven at each end; but the chain,
bending down, as infinite Love would have
it, to our fallen world.

I have seen a chain that held a noble ship
fast and safe in a terrific storm. I have
* "seen a chain that lifted precious ores from
the mine's dark “depths.” But the chain
whose first and last links could be fastened
but in

heaven,

holds

holds together the etérnal
and fae eternal bliss of man;

fast,

glory

and

of God

|and

The Way of. Salvation.

then

wus

elear, obscure.

By

there's the lee shore "4
But the chain now.

be broken,

o

:

described,

can never

Devils have tried
made

this

chair

inde«

structible.
ss,
A chain is worthless, if but a. single link
gives way. See if you can leave out a single link in the chain before us. The first—
“t God,"—leave that out? That is fastened
in heaven, and holds all the rest. The secss

oid ** manifest in the flesh;”
e Incarnation is an essential

the Great Sacrifice

for

lose that?
element in

man’s

sins.

The

third, * justified in the Spirit;” spare that ?
No. The Infinite Comforter must fit the
lamb for the altar. In the fourth link, ‘¢ seen
of
angels;” drop that? No. All heaven
gets light about the
government of God by
gazing on the Cross. Fifth link, ** preached
unto the Gentiles ;” lose

®

that?

No.

be

vain,

not

raised,

then

is

:

our faith

Other chains fail—link after link is brok-

en by violence; * or is consumed by rust and
dro;
from use and forgottén. But this
, in every link, is as bright and Spy

as when

its record

first began.

is a factof boundless

each fact becomes more

rolling
ES

ages unfold

value

Each lin

to

men, and

wonderfiil

the

as the

relation of each to

the
r, and to all the interests of the
moral universe. Each grows brighter as
the Redeemed of the Lord are more and
more expanded in. mind and are able to
take higher surveys of the glories of Redeeming love.
Shall any man wonder,

therefore, that we call this ‘ The Wonderful

Chain P"—N.

that,
have

were
been

ly wrought by death,

the

all the books colwritten to throw

preceding

Y. Observer.

Are These Things So?
Before I embraced religion I supposed
that when a person gave his heart to Christ,
he turned away from the world and sought

voy

evening

of

were

my

views

of

Clyjstianity

have

never

fe, and a closer

men,

nary know edge, have known Him whom to

the

world!
* Do

thou on the Lord Jesus Christ, and thou
shalt be saved,” none need be excluded

cause. of righteousness :suffers,

of Christ's method.
He said not, You weére
indiscreet, but, Sin no more.

‘The Heart of Iron and Clay.
-

-,

~

The law of nature is, that a eertain quantity of work is necessary to produce a certain quantity of-good, of any kind whatever. |

|. The Greatest J oy of Bife.
:

|

ul to mankind} but it seems-to me a ve

dark sig

e———

Dr. Chalmers said :

will—when I resolve to have no

will of '
Wh
te from God. 1 feel
quite assured . that this renunciationof self,
and entire devotion to God's service would

give a

licity and

ebpecting us, that we look wi
indifference upon dishonesty and
cruelty in the pursuit of wealth.
In the
dreams of Nebuchadnezzar it was only the
feet that were part of iron and part of clay;
but many of us are now getting so oruel in

‘| 80. mue

our

avarice

that it’ seems

heart were
Ruskin.

as

if, in us, the

part of iron and part of clay.—
|

Christ Shines Through.

deur to-my exist-

throw an unclouded sunshine

example of righteousness! ' Conform

‘me

A personal Christ
appeardin the types
and
prophecies of the tabernacle and temple
times,
Not even the thick curtains could
conceal him. He shone through all the
words and things of the first Testament, 'A
NEVE
Oris t
Not even flesh nor

4

\
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:
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ESTABLISHED TROY BELL

MEN, WOMEN,
BOYS and GIRLS

N. JH

MASS.

=

in vain every advertised
Se
Le
has discovered a simple means of self-cure, wi
s fellow sufferers on receipt of
he will send free to

a stamp to
87 Nassau

‘ Address

1y%l

YR

ANNOUNCEMENT!
NEW

Sunday School Music

~

NICHOLASVILLE,

and

KY., Feb. 18,

:

&

Sand
97

?

(i

.+=The

Cine Pn

nera)

40 fT bots

BIGLOW

Agen

ew Work,

425

BROOME

STREET,

NEW

Jewels,” ** Songs
Publishers of “* Bright
i
«+ Fresh Laurels,” * Bradbury Trio,” ete.

ed Christds still an indwelling Saviour, - |
_ Though absent in his spiri
ody,‘ ‘knew
e not your own selves how that Christ Jesus Conghs,Colds, Sore Throat,
in you, except ye be reprobates?” Then RUSHTON'S (¥.V.]

a Sm

ov, :

t

1826 Ean rie<xuewTamun
107)

Bo SRA Goria Boshs, a Colds,Consum
G0. Bown

The old standard remedy fo
4

COLORED

than One H

CHROMO

is now ready to send out.

FOR

PLATE OF FLOWERS

ever issued.

Size 19x% inches.—

The retail value is at least Two Dollars;we shall, however furnish it to customers for 75 cents per-copy, and offer
it as a Premium upon orders for seeds. See Catalogue.
Address
.

- BRIGGS

&

2w5

“ FIFTEEN

BROTHER,
Rochester, N. YX.

PER CENT:

GUARANTEED.
guarantee to purchasersof

onr

j

pom

12 to 15 per cent. per annum ; that is at the exon

of one,
two or three years, we pay back the principal =
and 12 or 15 per cent. interest per’ annum, if the pur: -

chaser then prefers that amount of money to theprop- - -

erty he‘'has purchased, ‘wey of course, take the property
upon paying the money. The ti
rate
pgr cent, agreed
upon.at the time of sale in each case.
We Riess money upon loan on two and three fold
Real

Estate Securities, a$ 9 and tén

num, the interest

payable herbie?

per cent. per

oy

pro

for others,

we

take

.

:

.

A

|

an-

sponsibility for half the profits.

half the pecuniary

:

re-

GRAHAM,. PERRY & CO.
"ROOMS 8 MAJOR BLOCK, *

Corner of LaSalle and Madison Streets, <

Chicago, Ill.
REFER

RY

PERMISSION.

"Hon.J. Y. Scammon, Chicago; 2d National Bank, _. °
Chi

Grey |

0; Nash, Spaulding
& Co., Boston; Hardin,
Dewey, 8 oston ; 51st National
;
Bank of Geneg

gee, Ill.;A. Corbin & Co.. bankers, New York city:
B. 8. Walcott, President Hanover Insurance Co. x

& Co.,

Keystone

NO CURE! NOPAY!.
Hieskell's Tetter Ointment will

>

positively cure Tetter, Enysipelas,
Salt Rheum, Barber's Itch, Pimples,
Blotches, and all forms of Skin Disease. Also, Sore Eyes and Eye Lids,
Discharges from.the Ear, and Old

“lors:

Ry I

Te

-

the proprie-

re me

Johnston, Holloway & Cowden,
iy

:

No 602 Arch 8t., Philada.

Yo

"Sold 50 cents
by mail to’any
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Machine

AMOS

§

Company.

PAUL, . . AGENT,"

SOUTH NEY: MARKET,

N. H.

OF

Steam Whistles; Locomotive, Maring, Tuba:
lar, Flue and Cylinder Bollers; Barlow's
Patent Bleaching Kiers ; Bteam Boxes

por Box by all Druggists.
address for 60 cents,

“AMERICAN EDUCATIONAL

Sent

UNION.”
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Richardson's New Method

ers,
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Boiler Tubes; Quinn's

Patent Expansion Fernles
for Repairing Boiler Tubes; Ship Tanks ; :
STA T ION ARY

Engines,
le Steam
PortabShafting,
Tursing Lathes,
Iron Planers, Machinists’ Tools ef

Mill Work, all kinda of Saw MM
every description,
Machinery, (both circular and upright) Iren
and Brass Castings, Gasometers and. oo
Gas Works.
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The Chromo represents forty-

two Varieties of the most showy and popular Flowers, of
natural size and color. Itis Avid
to be the BEST
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For Print Works ; Lap Welded
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se no other.
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Gas Fittings of all kinds} Brass and 1fon Valves ;

Prices reduced
10 to 40 per cent.
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Plain and Galvanized Wrought Iron Pipe; Steam and

#8,500 RENT

-In the originality. exe-

Pages, and wil be sent FREE to all who ordered
i
om us by mail the last season. To others for Fifteen
Cents per copy, which is not the value of the COLORED
PLATES.
We ASSURE our friends that the inducements
we offer to the purchasers of seeds, as to- quality and extent of Stock, d
unts and premiums, are unsurpassed.
Please send orders for Catalogues withoug delay. gm Jsey

YORE,

MANUFACTURERS
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Although B: RIGHT JEWELS is comparatively a new
National Bank, Erie, Pa.; James Calder, Harrisburg,
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Pa,; C. Q. Libby, Dover, N. H.
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“BROCKPORT, N, Y., April 10, 1869.
WEsT— Sir: I worked my Ne. 4 Union Grist
(now the Empire Mill,) with two horses. at 160
revolutions, and I think I ground about 15 bushels of
gorn
hour. I then ground corn and oats mixed,
and it ground that somewhat faster. 1 am
ly
gatisfied with it. Yours &o.,
R.M, PALMER.”
;
“MONROE, N.Y., May 10, 1869,
“J. D, WEsST—Sir: I have used my
No,3 Empire
Mill to my entire satisfaction. I run it about 100
revolutions,
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r hour. Yours, &o.
THOs, H, BATE.
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This mill'is. WROUGHT IRON—not CAST IRON—
and is case-hardened so as to run for years without
injury. It works with less power than any other,and
less expense. It has taken the First Premium at the
Virginia
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J. H. REEVE
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ate, willful Nelsgreasion is just the opposite

ve changed jive, to the goipsl economy under which I sit,
died for my sin, I may die
but ut haspo thehe Bible
Bible oe
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2 that as Christ.
Has Christianit;
nged
? Is it ne to it; thatas he arose again, I may arise to ‘he must shine through.
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a newness of life, and feel it my meat dark lantern, which casts as much of a shadsame old story, Christ in us? * Old thin
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and
drink
to
do
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will.
pass away and all things become new; love
ow in’the directionas jt does illumination in
‘God, and love to man. If Christ is our
another, but as a candle in a crysial_glass,
Deliboraté with cantion,
but set with de- which
theme and heaven our home; will we not
increases by its prismatic form the
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on his dying cross; the mantle of prophets |
falling on ‘plowmen ; heaven revealing its
glories to humble shepherds; rude fishermen of Galilee called to-the apostleship;
grace polishing the roughest men ; roaming
savages tamed
by the voice and sitting at

over all my ways—would raiseme ahove
the cares and provocations of this life—
would enhance even my sensiblé gratifications of a higher order, which constitute
h
4 hort this one «cause wh 80 any ' com- the main and essential blessedness of heaven.
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of wentof power with God, and the’ O ‘my God, may it be thus with me! Call
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receives, as he does every penitent and reforming soul, But to make no distinction

from heaven because of ignorance ;. as with
virtue in Christ's bloodto cleanse the chief of
sinners, none need be excluded because of
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out of the mouth of babes an
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r like the very gates of
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| been distributed through the: country, and property

that perfection is no trifle.”—Colton,
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‘We are insensibly governed by the estimates
put upon actions by the caréless speech of
our fellows, We can not long hear vices
rated with mere misfortunes without remitting somewhat of the blame which properly
belongs to them.
3
It is certainly uncharitable to hinder any
man's return to respectability and integrity
by unnecessary allusions to past wickedness.
an can not refuse to receive whom God

know ‘is life -eternal,—so plain the way
through childlike faith in Christ—so easy“
as well to the unsteady gait of simpletons
as to the tottering foot of childhood, asto
verify the words, “The wayfaring men,
though fools, shall not err therein.” With
this gimple answer to the gros question
“What shall I do to be saved P’—*Believe

yours, ,
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way. in this world have found their way to called a * fault,”in order to save the feelings
a better one; nor dare there wanting inter- of the criminal, or-when any wicked act is
esting and well sttested cases of imbeciles
good
who, - Hough destitute of capacity for ordi- treated with indifference by reputed

Unless I make religion my great and enIf is no wonder to me that
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concern,
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something to all
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how those that have times
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False Charity.

If you want knowledge, you must toil for
ugh an unworthy
creature, seeing:
it ; if food, you must toil for it; and if pleasmany
short-comings and foibles, yet to the
ure, you must toil for it. Bnt men do not
praise of God, I have been enabled by his
acknowledge this law, or strive to evade it,
to hold -on to the present time. I the feet of Jesus, clothed and in their right ‘hoping to get their knowledge, and food,
ve had no occasion to go back to the mind. Simple faith in him is all that‘is re- and pleasure for nothing; and in this effort
world: for enjoyment. I left it because it quired ; such confidence as the little child they either fail of getting them, and remain,
did not afford substantial joys, It was a
its mother’s arms, hanging on her ignorant and miserable,or they ob#hin them
hard
le, but I thank God I made an neck,
| ing in’looking
up in herface, reposés in the by m#king other men work for their benefit,
‘power of a mother's arp, and the tender- and then they are tyrants and robbers. Yes,
I am not one
| and worse than robbers,
ness of a mother’s heart.~Dr. Guthrie.
all the world, . In this
mage I have
who, in the least, doubts or disputes the
studied
the Bible, rie Jy. pil rimag of emi«
rogress of this century in many things use-

nent Ch

well,” said

:

ever
uire
ame,
able
God,

his happiness in the sublime subject of re- on his mother’s knee ; the thief learning.it
ligion, and with this view I
gave my heart

to God. This act I did for life, and in this
uianet commenced my Christian course,

the circumstances
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brought vididly before me. How well I re- that interesting interview. It
light on the Scriptures, they would—not membered
excepting that of Alexandria, which it took was my first ‘and my last opportunity to
int.
him to Jesus. So far as I could
many. weeks to reduceto ashes,—form the
earn, that prayer meeting was not only
largest jb
the world ever saw: Are
we to infer from this that the way of life is his last, but the first and the only one he ev:
obscure ? Bymno means. All that is neces- er attended ; and that conversation the only
sary to know in order to be saved, it is easy direct personal appeal ever made to him to
be reconciled unto God. ‘What was the reto know. - ‘The wayfaring men, thou
fools, shall not err therein,’ says
the sult none can tell. There was somethin
prophet ; and without disparaging the labors to awaken hope, but not, enoughi “to banis
on
of pious and able divines to explore the trembling.”
mysteries and shed light on the obscurities

of the sacred volume, the simple Bible,
blessed by God, has proved to unlettered
How { thousands. a safe and sufficient guide. What-

can men be saved, if they hear not of a Savjour ? *‘ Believed on in the world;” drop
that link ? No. There was no use of his
Ling, if loving hearts. did not welcome
m.
:
Can we part with the last link any better ? ‘ ascended up into glory.” "No. If;
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once, ' and muscle; I have given
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over the corpse this lip, and more energy to this limb.”

been-about his work as usual, and it proved
to be his last day’s work.
:
“As I'looked upon the change so sudden-

But however this may be,
been worn, more breath

power spent, morg printing-presses gmbloyed, in
upon it, and men * also.
But: God, by immutable things, in which it was impossible -explaining “the «Bible than all other books
for him to lie, has
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ness; and to urge the importance of laying was finishing. a statue. Some time afterThe Bible has had innumerable commentators, Some, by their Jooks or sermons, hold on eternal life atonce. The following ward he called again; the sculptor was
remind us of him who lighted a candle to Saturday 1 went to see them, but found that still at his work. His friend, looking
at.
they had moved durifig the week. Upon the figure, exclaimed: ‘‘You have An
show the sun; and others, like the fogband
reaching
home
I
learned
that
while
I
had’
through which the sun shines shorn of his
idle since I saw you last.”
.
beams, ‘darken counsel by words;'and.make had been seeking them, they had been
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that they prevent the plant from taking root.

| his every art, and exhausted his utmost fu-

"iibat the selfish a
Wels His

taken root. Some ministers, and
some
Yaukhels as ao as ed
otprss
after presenting
the
gs of
the
pel rough LI Chris y Are 80 ud son

"Upon the church the adversary has tried

:

tis lavished
bloodof the nobles
profit may find ;

A

to time, but the

passage of years
has derved only to con.
rm and strengthen the organization of

sdman is crushed y his tree. i;
rodigal life that is wasted
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+ They Mire each of the breed of the herobs,
attempted in strife,
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hands that go lightly to labor,
Strong
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| In Due Season Ye Shall Reap.

converted to

-

be

i HHEs

sinners

Lord, hasten the time. Let all say, |
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7

=

shall prosper, and
od.

T

oy

brings to feeble saints. If God's light is really within yau, it mast shine out. his is its
necessary, inevitableslaw,
1t7is not your
conedrn low you appear to men, Your duty is beyond rules and institutions, To
cherish a sense of his abiding presence is the
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is called

Particular attention

to the

re-

cent offer of the “‘CRITICAL Grex AND ENGLISH CONCORDANCE OF THE NEW “TESTAMENT "as 8 premium for new, subgeribers.
‘We will send the book, postpaid, .to any
person who will forward us three new" ‘subscribiers 19 the Btar, "with payment*in advance, Viz., 87.50.

The Pause in the Drama.
©

'PHe'siege of Party yo ended ~fhstas was
foreseen,

in a

capitulation.

The

qualities and

sure

to make

mark in

their

history.
& hundred reasons we trust the arFor
mistice may be followed by peacey “as we
have a strong conviction that it will be.
“The mischief “already wrought is too large
for an increase, and prolonging the strife is
| not likely to afford France any real gain or
J seriously change the present status of Ger| many. The union is already effected, and
"the war which ‘welded the scattered states

armistice |

would. but attach

them

closely,

more

If

has any subnot the nominal French Republic

that was
it will
But it is ‘on nmany | stantial basis and any healthy heart,
|
survive
this
defeat
and
thrive
under
pepce|
for
fime
gives
It
- accounts a hopeful one.
| ful skies. Settling
the (quarrel which Im|
of
thought
Better
the
for
reflection, and
Periglise provoked will give it vigor and
France to express itself calmly. The frenwip
for it respect and faith. And we do not
|,V
#y ought to subside, the spasms’ of passion
at all share in the fears of those who see in
sense,
common
to
place
give
and of speech
this military triumph of Germany the first
the hot blood eeel off, and plain facts get
great stride towards the conquest of Europe
the better of feverish fancies during this deand
the overthrow of free institutions. The
dit
that he brought
“lay. It is to Favre'scre
autocratic William is near his grave. Bis"himself to accept the stern logic of events;
marck’s ambition has reached its goal in
"and the perils of siege, the threats of anthe umfication of ‘Fatherland, and he is endarchy, the growing terrors of hungér, and
-ing-hisdiplomacy ; the German masses are
the steadily coming doom which no human |
already reaching that’ point in intelligence
skill could avert, seem to have given the’
and self-respect that is fatal to Bourbonism
authorities at. lege the semblance of soberamder whatever nants and the spirit of
ness.
liberty is already quite too strong in the old
After hav ing kn®n quiet for twenty world to be awed by the dogma which asdays, it may be hoped that the French peo- serts the divine right of Kings. It will chal-

«*

of ' three weeks is a feature

generally looked: for.

ple will ge nerally

see

that

itis

quite as

crime that might prove the ruin of the soul.

| “Play a"march ?" asked Napoleon of a regimental bugler.

*Yes.”

‘Play acharge!"

“Play a retreat?”

“Yes.”

that, deploy towards the enemy's snares.
Be as ignorant

approving. and disapproving. ' Referring to
the case, the Protestant Churchman express-

‘Never learn™ es the opinion that the course of Mr. Sabine

ed any.” That is the spirit. Itleads on
and up, regardléss of all obstacles and in
spite ofall foes. It marches to the inspiration of a high purpose, itself awoke by the
promptings of a pure heart. Let our gwn
youth learn as’many marches as possible,
but never a retreat. Let young men know"
all the steps of a charge, but never those

plies

called out an abundance of comments, both 4

as possible of sin.

It im-

the highest knowledge, and will make

“a

the Bible norout of it, anything to dhconrage.~
thé vague, indolent notion, that (God is too

Te Horning. Su'3

.
A

ee

the eeetlonte; to "the divine power ‘of the | they have been ‘consecrptod. “ Let thein ever
i find, But‘that gay, egotistic, conscienceless, ness that exists in human nature to indulge
Christian _ religion. . And this is the evi- be the fountains of pure morals as well as of
mine
deep
yet»
i! ambitious, semi-atheistic French nation and depraved desires, there is
»
dence
now to be specially relied on. While a sound literature,
yield
| its plotting Emperor had become too vain of native goodness left, which will
God is working marvelously in many places,
and grasping to leave Europe safe, or to be only pure metal,—unless the alloy is depos-_
¢ “THe IxDRPRRORNT® AND. MR, TILTON
hie
is furnishing the strongest proofs, practiThe
hands,
us
mischievo
ited there by
The changes made in the office of Zhe InWEDNESDAY, , FEBRUARY 8, 1871. 7) fit_for the high, career of a true republic.
to keep the mine clos- cally, to our own age of the supernatural | pendent pmount to something akin to a rev| Their presumption needed chastening, for chief aim should fhe
The necessity of power of Christianity.—J. J. B,
GEORGE T. DAY, Bator.
- olution, The vacancies créatud
by ‘the rex
their. own and the world’s profit, an we ‘ed 6” their approach.
and the extreme”
right,
the
only
knowing
|
tirement
of
Messrs.
Tilton
and
Johnson
are
are
hopeful
that.
the
disciplivie
which
8
pablication
for
designed
ions
éommunicat
a y Al
danger of even a casual acquaintance with
of
be
pay
filled
by
Mr.
Bowen,
who
is
Editor-in-chief,
received
and
on
invited
letters
have
all
and
Editor,
the
to
sald Le addressed
The Stage vs. the Pulpit.
sinful habits can not be too strongly impressremittances .of money, &e., Should be ad- and permanent ‘service to both. And so we
and by Rev. Dr. Spear, an eminent Presbyga
——
before
still
is
career
whose
those
seed t3 the Publisher.
witness the’ fall of Paris ‘with a nieisure of ed upon
terian clergyman, for several years a promsr
py
The refusal of Rev. Mr. Sabine to bury
is bliss” under any
inent and able contributor, who resigns his
satisfaction, as betokening the end of the them, ‘If “ignorance
its from hig church in New York city the body
Special ‘Notice.
strife, and the beginning of a befter.career circumstances especially is ‘it so when
pastorate to take the post of ‘managing Ed:
to an” indulgence in of the: yetéran actor, George Holland, has itor. Rev. Mr. Eggleston keeps his Qedh)
——
:
or
by a people having many’ of the nobler opposite would ‘lead

Ey

A

i
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MC YRNIN G STAR,

THE
a

kind- “ease
singerigy,

to’
1 Allow tering to follow™
’

Mr, Wilkinson's Sovond artiole %
Monthly, Jon “The Bondage

Seribof -the

ner's

:

F Pulpit,” is one about which good men will

be likely to disagree as widely as. they did
about his first article. It has been reviewed

lately by a writer in the Independent,a por- :

tion of whose article we reproduce, not because it meets any arguments ‘advanced by
My, Wilkinson,but because we believeit expresses the sentiments of so ‘many Christian ministers :
As one who “putteth off” the

where he performs most effective servig
and Rev. Washington
Gladden, whois an
unusually vigorous, - racy and \eaptivating

Won

Bg

I.

1 may ge
conscious of

I have never js
his ‘pulpit for a to say that
ny
ndage in the RT

writér, is at onee torleave

I have been
was a mistaken one, whether it was found. place in the editor's room. It is a strong and’
ed to add no
3 0
where my
ed upon the supposed character of the de- brilliant corps, How large and ger.uine a tact
Fons
of
freedom
Place
been so
ceased, or upon a simple aversion to offici- for editorial work proper its members
strong.
Mr.
Sheolte
Phillips thinks. that
ate on a public ogcasion at which the theat- possess, nothing out actual trial will show. the p atform is the broadest
t in the
but I have never opeupied
any id
rical body, ds such, was to be represented, But the paper will lose none of its strength, ol
but, concludes with
his behalf,
It says:

an

In the first case,

form yet that was. not a prison
and it" will gain immensely in orthodexy. with my own pulpit. My people wil

earnest: protest in

There will; we

imagine;

if a conscientious dis- question respecting the

crimination is to be made at all, it must be
thoroughly
carried out in order to be consistent, There are other
profassions be-

be

no

room for

witness to plain Ralingron all the et
of life, but they have never once attempted
to restrain or influence iy utterance. I
am sure that my experience in this regard
is not exceptional. T-am sure that the number of those preachers who strive to speak,
not as pleasing men, - but as pleasing God

evangelical charac-

ter.of the great sheet hereafter. ' Its equiv-

ocal religious and its questionable political
and social theories are likely to be things
cluded.
More than this, ‘the rule must be of the past; and the great forces which it
applied to individuals as well as classes, represents will work for the triumph of the
Every man who has not given evidenee sat- .very principles which if was “started to adisfactory to the clergyman that he was a
sides that

of the

stage wlpich must be ex-

the heart abound more and more in wisdom. | |
Every vice forgotten implies a virtue sought. | |
Ignorance of that sort 4s bliss, while its best {
[
wisdom iis'folly indeed.
| Christian, or at least every
| given

evidence

that he

one who has

was not a true be

| liever, must be denied the rights of Chris.
‘Greater Works.
| tian burial.
Consistency, could not stop
cy
1
short .of this, and yet ifs safe to say, that
spel of
Miracles have always been regarded as | there is not one minister of the
the especial evidenté of the divine author- any denomination, in the United States,
who would venture to act upon such a prinity of-scriptural revelation. Power is mani- ciple:
fest in every department of nature, but not
ut from all that we have scen and heard
every exercise of power is a miracle. Mys- | of¢
the present case, we must say emphaticalteries surround us, utterly inexplicable and that there is not one single fact to indicate
incomprehensible by us; but they may have that the Rev. Mr. Sabine based his action
upon this ground. He uttered no word reno miraculous character.
Taking advan- flectiig upon the personal character of the
tage of these circumstances some have oe- deceased. The course of* action which he
got a distrust of miracles, and produced | pursued might have been taken by one who
lenge and master “that dogma as often as it the impression that if we knew more and | believed that gn actor might be a Christian,
appears, for the people know their power, could classify better, we .should perceive | and who had no reason “for asserting that

vocate.

!

who' trieth our hearts, and who find an
abundant reward for this endeavor in the
hoki
iehio

t ‘and confidence” of their par
Sobsv small as
us ‘Mr. Wilkinson
A int us think. Looking back now
aon a ministry of less than a dozen years,

/

X_ Mr. Tilton is under a cloud.

Seeming

digasters thicken upon him. He proposed
to contribute regularly to the columnsof
the Independent while devoting his chief time

and strength to the Brooklyn
led

else. can

know

them,

I m

judgment that its great defi
not in the administration of

Daily Union.

8 record

ter than our strongest ‘words, convinces all
retirement from | who look upon it ** of sin, of righteousness,

to his

a,
the editorial chair of the . Undon, of which | and of judgment.”
paper Mr. Bowen is either ehief or sole pro- |
Without statingto what degree
And

prietor.

so "the

my

has been,
ab ¢, rebuke,

but in the exhibition of that Life which, bet-

brilliant

journalist

|

we

sym-

pathize with Robert Collyer's theology, we
gone |

finds for the present his occupation
and his editorial pen keeping an enforced |
quietude. It is rumored that he will start |
a paper of his own shortly. In the midst |
of these cdllamities, there are reports flythe deceased actor might not have “been
such.
There is an utter absence also of ing about that seriously impeach his social |
any disposition to pass judgment upon his discrétion-and compromise his honor, but
future condition.
The course .of Rev. Mr.
|
Sabing seems to have been based upon we trust that they will prove unfounded,
or
that
they
may
be
explained
so
as
to
vin|
another ground altogether.
This grround seems to have been, as far’ dicate him, _ He has provoked not alittle |
as we can gather’ from the facts, the sec- hostilid}, and there are those who are |
ond one to which we have referred, that is, ready to strike when
their antagonist is |
an aversion go officiate on a public occasion,
down
or
faliing.
We
hope
the world is not |
at which tht\theatrieal body as such was to
be represented.” Feeling intensely, as Mr. 1 to lose the service which Mr. Tilton’s large | |
Sabine doubtless does, the demor: izing | but often misdirected ability is capable of

creditable to be reasonable as to be desperate, and thal the National Assembly of and the 1 events of this war even have freshly
|
i miraeulous inter- |[
Deputies will accept a peace that has some | | revealegl it. The weary and harried German that the common belibf in
osition 1s groundless.
{
humiliations rather than insist upon a war | soldiers sigh for home and peace, and the
+
But the reverse is true. The evidence of |
that can only be waged” by . madness and | | sober second thought. of France will have
end in suicide. It is a bitter cup for such a | Tess revenge and more charity in it. And | miracles is direct, plain, simple, and abund- | |
nation to drink, and the hardest-hearted en- SO we Jook for more vigor, freedom and aut. When Moses was commissioned to lead |
emy of Franee can hardly keep. back his | concord as the battle flags are furled, and the Israelites out of Egyptian bondage he |
“tears as he sees her put the terrible dranght |{| believe that a coming generation will wit- was endowed with the power of working |
miracles, both to convince his own people |
to her lips. But when a nation insists up|
| ness the two belligerent nations of to-day
oi their OpPressors of the divine authority |
on the trial by battle, and puts glory above |
| shaking brotherly hands across the Rhine
Those miracles were his ||
f his mission.
justice, and leans on its sword rather that |
a hime Ki
without which he could have | influence of the stage, and deeply impress |
on rectitude and God’s : prov idence, it need |
done nothing, but which enforcing his words ed with its corm ting effect upon the young |
expect no great faith ard generosity at the |
The Bliss of Tgnoramce.
of our; city, and | of “his own congre ation,
| carried him through most triumphantly.
hands of the antagonist whom it simply|
it was a not unnatural nor unjustifis able im- |
meant to crush and spoil, when that antag- | A large proportion of the sin and the ¢in- | "When Jesus unfbided his proclamation; | | pulse which led him to determine to have
_ onist becomes the victor.
It is a striking |ning that the world is guilty of now a-days: he was “met atthe outset by this demand, | nothing ta do personally with the public
comment upon the word of Christ, uttered | |is the result of education,—i. e., of educa- and readily responded to it as nothing jm- | display
proposed on this occasion. We re- |
the determination, we respect the feelits. truthfulness [tion
|
long ago,” but keeping
‘And he'w rought|| gret
8
in vice and crime, Young men that proper or un easonable.
ing which prompted it. In our view, it {
through all timé,—* They th: at, take the | enter upon a business career are apprentic- them of every variety throughout the period
would have been wiser and better to have
~sword shall perish by -the sword.’
of his sojourn upon earth, such as were exhibited a kindness which could not have |
ed,
‘in’
ten’
cases
out’
of
twenty,
to
kngafes
v
.
. The Frénch qualities - appear as ever in | | andrascals. This may not appegefo
the plain and palpable, in open day, in the pres- been’ mistaken, and to have made the w hole
this hour of -enforeed quiet. The national young men themselves, nor toe commn- ence of multitudes who had full opportuni- serv ice, in -1ts tope and spirit, a solemn +
vanity, the passion for what is sensational nity in which their employers dwellg but ty to test them.
And they produced their warning and tender exhortation. But while
and tragic, the tigerish fury that always un- almost before they are aware of it thegwill legitimate effect on the minds of all who this is our feeling, we ean sympathize witlr
Mr. Sabine’s course from his point of view.
derlies the outward polish and suavity,as the find that the purpose to deal fairly and hon- gave them candid attention.
The declara- We insist that his ground, as we understand
fires of Vesuvius are ever heaving and
estly, with which they may have begun their tion of one of the Sanhedrim expressed the it, "is one of which Bobody his any Hight to
raging under the - vineyards of Portici,~all caréer; has gradually yieldedto the cheat- general convietion—*“We know that thou art complain,
these things come out freely. All sorts of | ing habits of their masters ;—shrewdness it a teacher come from God, for no man can
reports get into circulation, and the telg | has been termed, and the idea has been im- do these miracles that thou doest except |
College Morals.
ad
graph trembles
with redthot, messages. | pressed upon them that if is only by practic- God be with him.” The Scriptures abound |
To-day the world *is told the at the great] ing the tricks of trade, and resorting to | from beginning to end. with just such ac| The ethics of college life is 8 matter of
leading actors in the country "refuse to sur- | the customs prevalent in the business world counts. public coricern. The interests of Chureb and
vive her humiliation, andbso Duerot rashly | that they can hope to carry an gen hand |
Now, to assert sthat miracles were néver State are intimately connected with it, and
seeks death in the fight, and Bourbaki af- | with their competitors. "Thereis a reluct- | wrought iis to give the lig direct to the plainboth will suffer in proportion as that is defects to fall upon bis sword, and Gambetta || ant yielding at first, a greed, of gain springs est testimony ‘of the sacred word, and to ingraded. And yet ir many of our colleges,
fives a pistol at his ows brains, and Trochu | up, they cheat and call it shrewdness, over- duce universal skepticism in religion. If
each term witnesses abuses of the customs
is just ready to go into extle in a balloon. reach and call it simply faking a legitimate
the sacred record can not be relied on in and laws of civilized life that are thoroughly
“To-morrow the message goes abroad that |{ advantage, and in a short time find themthis instance, it can not in others; and we disgraceful to their perpetrators.
Speak_ the republican leaders are to be consigned || selves employing all the dishonorable means
may as well discard it altogether. Then it ing of some recent outrages of this sort, the
to infamy, that the nation is to re-decree the || that, have becn taught them in the course of
-|
would be doubtful whether Moses and Jesus N. Y. Observer says:
empire, that the royal prisonerat Wilhelms- | their business training.’
had a real existence; or if they had, their
If
anywhere
a
high
sense
of
right
should
hohe has given himself up to profound and || The children én our streets, about their
precepts had no authority. Thus divested prevail, if anywhere an unswerving loyalty
tearful meditation, and that Eugenie storm- |
sports and even on their way to school, are of “its supernatural character the Christian to duty, if anywhere a consciousness of puze
ed at the messenger who brought her the the pupils of such teachers as impart only religion couldjonly be regarded as one of and lofty aims, as well as of w igh respon-sibilities to God and man for privileges possuggestion that Alsace and Lorraine be paid |
| the - principles of wickedness and folly. many, shrouded in obscurity and binding no sessed or powers acquired—it should be,
as the price of peace, till she drove him, |
i
Oaths salute their ears at every step. ‘Their ORC, ~ 5's 1: i tu
most assuredly, in our institutions of leamnpale and terrified, out of her presence with
attention is caught by the gaudy
ays
infidelity, and ing. ‘There is no excuse for ignorance
of
device:
great
the
is
It
“the weapons used lofig since by Xantippe. that adorn the haunts of vice, and their,
day, to overthrow ‘there. There is no sufficient palliation for.
A day later, the announcement is nade that thoughts arg held by them for hours after especially at the.present
reckless iudulgence or a pagan Holy
Many expedients
there. In the very aspjrations of a yout
the provinces will “never submit: to the wards, Eten when they are ho out to our faith in miracles;
the
with
often
purpose,
the
for
eager for knowledge, and qualifying
himshamg which the cowardly and treacher- enjoy God's sunshine and take the pure air, are devised
guise of friendship, and ingeniously con- selfto be aleaderin the world of thought
‘ous men at the, capital are. incurring, that
Satan is at hand to’ poison them with his trived. Skeptics affect ge eat candor and or action, there should be an element of selfthe troops will be, constantly recruited and
hurtful Breath. "If ‘we can not sit down to intelligence, and would
have it. believed restraint and a guarantee for self-respect.
drilled and equipped and provisioned dura feast with the gods and arise wholly mor- that their task is a most liberal ore to free Nor is this all ; most of pur colleges, we rejoice to say,~whatever designs may be chering. ‘the. armistice, and that at th& moment
tal, much less can incautious youth move men from superstition and error. They are ished in some quarters, —are not yet emanof its expiration the war against the hated
daily among the influences on our streets much distressed in view of papal delusions cipated from a sound religious influence,
Germans will open. with ten-fold fury and
and not be contaminated by them. . Travel- and superstitions, corruption of priests, and Sacred truth is exhibited, and a sound morend only ‘with their sinnihitation, Twentyers on the desert, who think they are mov- evils of fanatical sects. But their own shal- ality isinculeated. They have not lent themfour hours
afte
the ‘statement goes
selves to the destructive work of Paganizing
d, and. the
minds of their pupils, or teaching them
abroad that - a truce, under the name of ing in a clear atmosphere, and perceive | low pretences are soon discovere
the law of
or the law. of the
peace fay be consented to asa
matter of no impurities in the'air they breathe, find run to seed in some immoral and base farce. to re
the
and
blind,
afterwards
that
a
fine
dust
his
penetrated
land
as
antiquated
and
obsolete
restraint. .
the
of
leaders
blind
are
They
policy, but that France will never forget
Parents and Jatrons have the right, theres
-nor forgive, —that her ‘one great aim will their clothing and that the throat is parched best way is to let them alone.
fore, to demand that no toleration be shown
One ery of the skeptics, oft revived and toward those
be to prepare “herself for the. future, that, if and burning from its hurtin effects. Thus
es or theories. of college
it takes fifty’ yous to effect it, she will the. baleful ‘influences to which the youth respected, js: Why are there not miracles life which come in conflict. with the claims
make Germany pay dearly for this invasion} are daily exposed, penetrate ‘their very life sow ? If they were the appropriate evi- of pure morals. Whatever those usages or
gilded with the
and ‘triumph, and that every foot of ceded ‘and character, and willafterwards manifest dences- of revelations and forms of religion theories may be,—~however
fascinating by
» | tinsel of ion or render
territory shall be won back-with compound their effects in diseases that no mortal reme- thousands of years ago, why not now
the attractions of a Lieationable license,—
interest, and Berlin’ shall be only a heap of dy can heal.
Without referring to abundant refutations of n
should be
allowed te shield them
smoxing ruins. What else is to be reported
e rebuke which they. deserve. No
Aside from developing a strong moral this objection so often miude, we meet it sg
and threatened we know not, .but we have nature,” receiving such Jnstruction. as will with this reply : We do have miracles now student should be allowed to feel that there
no doubt that the rhetorical and stage-play. strengthen the determination and elevate as well as in fornier times, and suchas are is one kind of morals for the outside world,

|vas

knowing its failures better than any one

But it is stated that his very first paper was
rejected by Mr, Bowen,and that the collisions
which followed

j

giving it.

A ViLe Assavrr.
Mark ‘Twain's scandalous attack on Mr. Sabine in a recent
number of the Galazy, has done that gentleman the least credit of any. literary attempt
of his. with which we are acquainted,
If he
meant to be sarcastic it was a very labored
effort, and if he intended it as a display of
wit he will certainly find but few to appreciate it, The direct abuse of Mr. Sabine in
particular because he honestly attempted to
keep his own conscience, and of the clergy

insert the following sketch of his pulpit ways’ i
from an article in Every Saturday :
The speaker setsout as if he were ina
prodigious hurry, and from text to conclu- *
sion goes on with a rush, pausing nowhere,
dwelling upon nothing, never hesitating for
a word gr to find a lost place in his manuscript, never stopping to beat out the text
WV hile + his thonghts and energies rally for a
new start. His only difficulty seems to be
that too many things erowd upon him to be
said in the little time at his command.
But
before he has gone far on his swift journey,
the dullest listener is aroused and

* can not

choose but hear.” How earnesthe is! How
far from shouting, how gentle and coneiliatory in manner, yet how he moves his hearer to catch every word as if it were a pearl!

| How sunny is his face, how tender his voice
| as he speaks of some natural beauty, the
daisy, or the

heather,

| here we hit upon

of

the

one of the

ocean.

most

And

salient

| traits of the man, in his affection for the lit-

tle beauties of this beautiful

world,—never

forced, never over-demonstrative,
never
dw elling in
i detailed and minute description,

but bre: athing through his every utterance,

and lurking-in his every thought.

It isthere.

| bounding through his pulses, “just as it leaps

along in the lines of Jean Ingelow mere than
in thosp of any other poet of this generation,
so that you know she is thinking

of daisies

| and buttercup; linnets and hedge-sparrows,

‘in general because he is a member of the though she maynot once mention them from
profession, can hardly find an apology that | the beginning tothe end of the ballad. Robwill relieve it of its odium.
As a minister | ert Collyer can not speak of the blue sky
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I don’t sce how they’ can eon saadh
silver,” said May; they |/don't have “any
”
was educating her, and treating her like a, ‘place to lock it up, do they P"
* They bury it.”
--{ daughter. . She seemed very happy ; but one
“It don’t do them ‘much good then,” said
day a band of her wandering countrymen
— io

Poet.
. The Old Homestead.
;

4

—VWith sweetly murmuring tide,

The distant hills look green and gay,
The flowers are blooming wild,

And everything looks glad to-day,
As when I. was achild.
|

Regardless how the years have flown,
* Half wondering I stand;

:
a

1 catch no fond, endearing tone,
1 clasp no friendly hand;

1 think my mother’s smile to meet,
I list my father’s call,

high

I pause to hear my brother’s feet
. Come bounding through the hall ;

Bat silence all around me reigns,
A chill creeps through my heart—
No trace of those | love remains,

"And tears unbidden start.

|

||

‘What though the sunbeams fall as fair,

‘What though the budding flowers
Still shed their fragrance on the air,
‘Within Jifots golden hours?

|

" The loving ones that clustered here These walls may not restore;

:

|

‘Volees that filled my youthful ear
‘Will greet my soul no more.

|
|
|

And yet I quit the dear old place
‘With slow and lingering tread,

As when we kiss a clay-cold face
And leave it with the dead.

|

The Birthday.

|
|

———

||

My vanished darling—five years old in Heaven—
|
To bridge the rift has yearning love no way,

That I may feel about my neck your clinging,
Or hear one little silver word to-day ?

|
|
|

on mount and mead-

ow—
The vines are ull of sweetest blossoming—
The sunlight through the reddening peach is
:
ing—
The birdies that you loved go sing and sing.

thrill-

|

The world is all so full of light and beauty’;
Oh! “ run away,” sweet darling, out of Heaven,
And smile and speak, though with the sudden glory

My eyes be blinded and my wild heart riven.

walls thafhide you: from

me.
And let wooed the same bright, beaming face—
The same short, sun- -tint curls—the cheeks like. ros-

" «What's a lasso?”

~The same fair Sispled form of restless grace!
Shed round me petfisine of your Yovely Heaven;
And though you flit away the instant seen,
There will be breath of jasmine and of lily

bright-glancing

spirit

steps

been !

Five years in Heaven—and older, larger} taller;
The little curls must sweep the shoulder now,
And wiser thought and deeper beauty lighten
The laughing eye and rounded baby-brow.

milker comes up,

_

Mi

so,” said
-

they are, too. They are shaped like the bottom of a boat, so asto go more easily. ¢over
the snow.” »
3
“1 should think they'd "tip over,” aid
ay
May.
.

There is a breath—is it of jasmine; iy,
57
Or strange, sweet odor from beyond the sea?
b And light as air a footstep comes and passes—
Oh, darling, darling! you have been with me!
—

act

{ sleighs, papa?
“Yes, and very funny sleighs—or sledges

; The chalios of their red hearts to the day.

i

and then an-

rather a funny sight to see such a wild drove
of cows.”
>
« Did you say “the reindéer draw their

There is a sound-bnt ’tis the robin calling;
There is a light—a sunbeam’ golden play;
There is a breath—from summer roses lifting

»

milks,

4 Yes,” said papa,
}
laughing, ‘‘it would be

One little. silver word from out the silence—
One flash of shining hand to stil my fear—
One breath of perfume, faint and sweet and holy,
To tell me, angel-child, that you are near!

4

and

. | other is caught.”
“I'm glad our cows don’t
May.

Are earth and mother-love remembered not ?

5

.

‘‘ A long rope or strap, with a loop at
_| one end, held by a slip-knot. They throw
the loop over the deer’s horns, and draw it
have
tight, then the deer struggles to get away,
~
and the man has to wind the strap ‘quickly
around a tree stump, or something, to hold
her. When she is securely fastened the

: Yet, ooking hack across your Aeeting summers,
2
1s mortal life and mortal pain forgot ?
Kind angels ever near you—O niy darling |—

_* They would, only the rider has sto bal-

ance himself very carefully. It is a skillful
operation toride in one of the Lapp's sledges, especially bundled up in furs, as they

te.

are. They bave a stick to steer the thing
with. Butthey have another way of travel-

Che Family Circle

ing, which I like better.”
out to grandma's m

‘Something like those, but larger.

————

~

o They don’t wint to spend, it; they
hardly.spend it foi brandy of tobacco,
these are their greatest luxuries.”

will
and

nd then theaa eT oyl tspny
willcome up.” And fixing his eyes gently
upon her, as if he would mark the effect of

“0 dear!

I wish he had never seen that
“I expect it will be
the death of him y

boat!” said TATE,

laughed grand-

pa; “‘but women are slays nervous _about

They

Papa a by the ‘window, vouding a pa-- are as long asthe men themselves, aud, are
per, and did not seem to hear a word. of it, made of wood, covered with. -skins. It is
but I guess he’ did hear something, for when more like flying over the snow than any-

PROG
ROGRESSIVE FRENCH

tion Grammar, Bhguass
fessor of Moder
hiuages

upon the bosom of the snow.”
| “She awoke—so plainly did his voice sound
in her ears. Riding, she closed the window,
anddil fell aslpep.
In a short time she began diyaiding more
strangely than before,
A
She thought that she saw a poor woman,
who was living upon g piece of very

decided

which way to go, and it stops,

and, till

it can

be

started

by

G5 ood

A iBECOND rsen
BEN

READER.

force, the boat is at the mercy of the winds
and waves. If a boy's mind moves slowly
and in

an

undecided

manner,

his

The sun was going down upon Florence
force, his engine, gets on a * dead center” as she sat with her mother;upon the veranand away he floats down stream.
da, and her face was tad hough the sun: 1 was once standing on the dock in one of light fell full upon it.
:
“Mother,

I am sorry that | ever had any-

er getting under way. The current was
thing to do with Mary Arlington.”
yd
running swiftly by the wharf, and the river’
“Why so, my child P"
:
Hk
full of large shipping. The steamer cast off
‘‘Because she only used my kindaesyfor
and swung out into the stream ; the engine her own selfishness. I have helped her in

made three or four

revolutions,

and

thn

her

lessons, and I got her off when she was

tian that is not willing to show kindness and

hard

The notes preserve, in the main, that happy me-

dium between excess and pancity,~neither saving the pupil from the necessity of study nor
leaving him to be worriedby needless perplexities. The table of verbal terminations in the
Second Reader is very admirable in its brevity,
adequacy and clearness. The vocabulary supplies
all that is - really needful while busy with
these exercises
in reading. The cuts . will do

to beautiful spirits ; and shié saw that they
caught
in their harids the seed that would
have fallen on the rock, ‘and threw it up-

ward; and the seed seemed to fly up and
fp till it was all gone out of sight.

no harm, bit, poorly executed as they are, they.
could have been spared wihos amy serious loss.

+ While she stood looking up, she thought
that the skies opened; and she looked

through and "saw those beautiful spirits
planting the very seeds that had been, cast
forth out of the palsied “hand

S1X BOOKS OF THE

of the poor

|

old woman. 'No-sooner did they touch the
ground than they sprang up agajn into all
matner of beautiful flowers, more

earth,
As she stood

admiring

4
the wonderful

sights she turned

and

the very

few years past.

came up, but that all the rest went

same

a few only of the

seeds

ed, and the convenient size, beauty and economy
of the volumes render them especially attractive:
and desirable.

er

:

LY

Tier

sit on #¥

»

to eat, but
ground, which is co¥- | ¢ Don't they have _saything
conten. mt iron meat P” ©
© If they are rich they Nave. bread; baked
hon They ‘a0 they need og
ie Tey Bare ae beds,”
bed
onhot iron plates, but thal bid a Find dus,
Ls

EH ?

“ they've rich
| ive fn such huts, do t

that

portion

of the

ZAneid

beautiful book, wholly adequate to its mastery.
THE LAWS OF FERMENTATION and the Wines of
the Ancients. By Rev. Wm. Patton, D. D.
~ New

York:

National Temperance Society

and

Publication House. 1871. 12mo. pp. 129,
Dr. Patton is one of the veterans in the Total

“Abstinence

earth catches

Army,

and

his

service

has

never

lacked heroism. discretion or vigor. This little
treatise is valuable and will do good. Though

sown,

but all the rest go through and ‘are plant-

containing very little that is new, yet he puts his

ed in heaven.

points

And so nothing good is ever

effectively, and

information-into

lost.”

has

a small

crowded

space.

a fund

He

of

states the

argument in favor of the view, that the Seript-

At this he laid his hand upon her head,

ures

and such a thrill ran through her body tht

recognize

two

kinds

of

wine,~the unfer-

she sprang and awoke. Her mother it was
who had touched her, saying, ‘ Come, clearly and strongly, and gives us a large amount
Florence; it is morning. The birds.care of well supported information respecting the
| Jaws and pesults of fermentation and the miscalling you. Come."—Selected.

good.

:

Labor strides upward to independence.
Which is likelyto do most for you, boys ?

Biterary Review,

re

Messrs, Worthington, Pruistin & Co., of Harte
| ford,

-

Conn., send
us adyance

&c., &e.

ig A r
Io ome

id

and to gall

., him, —Church; - Ci :

“One Sep More.

Had I potter getot In
in, 3
wonder?

Nobody would

have a very

favorable

opinion

of the undertaking, as ome that is to give us,
along with the. text of the Bible, nearly everything essential to an understanding of the grounds
upon whichYt is received as the word of God,
and al
of
apparatus
the
by means
of which it may be interpreted. We await with
no little interest the completed work.

marked impression upon - the literary world
when their career and productions were first
givento the public. And they have ever been
remembered by those who then made their acL quaintance as among the most striking and interesting literary phenomena of their class.

a

Pamphlets, Magazines, &c.

Their works, published- years since, have been

THE CHRISTIAN QUARTERLY for January.
Cincinnati : R.W. Carroll& Co. Contents: What
is Sectarianism? The Genilineness and Authénticity of the Gospels” “ Classic Baptism” Indolent Preachers; Fiction; Literary Notices.-

for some time out of print, This yvolygme, issued
in the usual elegant style of Messrs. Hurd &
Houghton,
and. containing -the poems of the elinteresting

The sheets sent only partially exhibit

the plan, but we

death of the two. Davidson sisters produced a

an

of a new

tionary, a History of the Canon, a Concordance,

The remarkable mental maturity, the personal excellences, the poetic genius and the early

besides

sheets

Family Bible, edited by Prof. Stowe, which
“promisesto be of great and peculiar value. Its
marginal réadings and references are many and
carefully prepared, and it is to contain a mass of
material
such as is usually found
in a Bible Dic-

POEMS, "By Lucretia Maria Davidson. With illustrations by F. O. C. Darley. Edited by M.
Oliver Davidson. New York: Hurd
& Houghion, Js. 12mo. pp. 270. Scld by E. J. Lane

der sister,

she

might

sleep off all her

shutting her

nber window, and the wind

must have been a little cool, for she dream-

introductory

chapter, and the very beautiful memoir and tribute by Miss Sedgwick, will be very welcome to

CH

a considerable circle: of readers. Dying before
her seventeenth birthday was reached, kept
away from books. and study nof a little by.
feeble health, mingling but little in the great

Goon HEALTH for Feb.

Boston: Alexander

Moore; . Contents: Means of Preserving Health ;

world of letters and life, she was a striking ex-

Cough; How to rest the Mind; Singular case of
Resuscitation; An Artificial Pupil; The Science

| ample of precocious genius without
ving anything bizarre, grotesque or abnormal
about her,
Fresh in feeling, vivacious, enthusiastic, lacking
neither the impulsiveness nor the love of merri-

of Surgeons; Consumption Skates, Skating ‘and
Skaters; Furs; The origin of Soils; The Theory
of a Glacial Epoeh at the Equator; echnical

of Sleep; Rice; Artificial Teeth; Early. History

Education,

ment which belong to ordinary girlhood, she pos-

Hp

Tha
een

sessed a. delicacy and depth of mind, a clear insight akin to intuition, a maturity of taste and
judgment, and an apprehension and appreciation
of what really constitutes true poetry. that can
‘hardly fail to beget Wurprise and admiration,

BLACKWOOD'S MAGAZINE for Jan, New York:
L. Scott Pub. Co. Contents: The Lifeof Lord
Palmerston; New Books; Narrative of the Red
River Expedition—Part. 11; Fair to see—Part 1;
This Morning's ** Times” in Chambers’; The late

also real poetic genius and the true melody of

ie a
Conromar
Bowell 4 Miller... ¢

versification; and when the writer's ‘youth is remembered, one can hardly read these ‘poems

| ed that the snow lay upon the ground.

And

among the writers of ctrrent

OA

ture. In the keenness and:
insight, in the power

for. Feb.

Ohloago:

Pg HEALTH
Xi: Awstin,

Laws or wag

bor Feb.

Tux Nonswny for Feb. Boston; Jhn I.

| ShHey,~Bosutiful as ever in sory,

whatever he

to Di

fi,

5

illustrations.
—

4 the saw a ‘man-with-a large bag slung diag- wishes to exhibit, in the
le qualities of |
.
¥ | onally across his breast; sowing some kinds ‘His sentiment and humor, and 1 the peculiarly
|
Tas Kipmy, Irs STRUCTORY FrionONs inp
d, trea- dudacious viger and DISEASES, < New York: J. 8. Redfiel—A
to her to hapy blending of an
row aprons, 1 of seed. It seemed very strange
an

ever know

any-

see him “casting seed on the snow, and so a quiet and melting pathos, ie has few equals. tise: full of! mpiection
:
characteristios nial sort,
she dreanied that she asked
him, “Will
the | op py

| thing about it ;’ and thege the new boat lies,
J
:
rocking on the river; and there are two seed come Tip in the snow
: oars in the boktoni.’ Its oily s mile down| When he heard hier, he tiirned his face,

I

there and,
it
og 4 back in
ole a, little. i while—and
1

Mossi, Oliver

‘with 's0- noble “a countenance. His--eyes ‘Teading. A few of them are. ex

‘were Jarge and sad, and yet there Was also of poetic

—, heart arongly

and skillfully ; the remainder belong to the liter
jpeg thing could happen
to me, ‘look in them of calm hopeftilness,
{ature
of humor,
some of ‘whieh1s
the other even- "#4 Wi sow our upseed grass on the “SNOW, /8 little rough. Thoughby no méans of the high{for grandpa said to mamma
sik ig, When we a
the mill, |
inor oo Sy wy tho snow willIt mel, est order Sis. pastry,will
w be a very Welotme:
#

fo

mented which is spoken of as a blessing, and the
fermented which -is foreibly condemned yvery -

She soon’ fell asleep and began to dream.
Now Dreamland is Fairyland. All manner
Tai
: C=
|of queer people are moving about in’
POEMS. iE
Bret Harte Bowen: Fields
16mo.. pp. 162, Bold,4b Be,
to throw aman who might do a great deal of good in land, and very rematkable things: Happen
* tallest is never over five feet, and most of’ he used again.” They ‘can’t’
“loafing” through
life, a curse there. Floren
had gone to sleep without |
away a gun every time they Kill a wolf, so

gt

Just

which students in preparation for college are required to master is here put into a neat and

through

of kindness

Great care is

the mechanicul excellences ave inany and mark-

and were planted in heaven ? So it is with
The

The excellences which they pos-

taken to insure accuracy in the text, the notes
-are always suggestive, judicious and valuable,

grass-seed on the snow. But now he was
clothed radiantly, as if the brightest clouds
had been made into garments; and his face,
that was beautiful before, seemed to her
more beautiful than all the flowers. Then
he looked very kindly upon her and said,
‘“ My dear child, do you not see that only
here and there a seed fell to the ground. and

among men.

With

Haverford College,

sess are many, rire and obvious.

person by her side that had been sowing

kindness

ENED" oF VIRGIL.

Notes
A.’

beautiful

a hundred times than any lilies, of roses, or
jessamines, that she had ever seen on

saw

Explanatory
.a8 Chase

-gelf-denial to those who are ungrateful and
selfish.”
:
Nothing more was said. at this time. | Thereis of course much in this volume which
| Florence had the matter upon her heart all suggests youth and immaturity, and some things George Moir; The Two Systems.
—
the evening, and was glad when bed-time might be called crude. and feeble, but there isis
came, that
troubles.

:

Entertaining and

and the general rules 10 be observed In. the
of them. Compiled b:
10d
aime
Publishers, ete. Dino. ob. nl
h
An examination of these textbooks presses
us with their excellence. The exereises are ar‘ranged with referitice to the progréks of the pu-

had seemed
to be the wind began to look
like birds, and little by little they changed

.

Story for the Nursery.

moral

house” ssid May. j
bout him,'86 they always “speak very re- her drifting she had crippled several ‘other
es, they do. Ive seen hundreds
lly of him and call him * the old man crafts. The only remedy was to down an0%
he
RR
ey
the, pilot did as soon as he saw
inthe
fur
cloak.’ They bury the bones be- chor,
And instead
of our comfortable Base-Burnthey think if they are careful to do the iii useless. But it was too late.
ing stove, they have a few flat stories on the ‘cause
The damage was done, and the boat was afground;
for windows and chimney, they this, the bear will forgive. them ‘for killing
terward hauled off for repairs. /
+ ~Aiike & hole in the.sgaf, Which Jet, mow
-...Now, boys, make the bin 3don't
gir laughed, * What, funny people r
-and rain, as well as light.”
wreck yourself and others by indecision ;
“
The
wolf,
on
the
contrary,
they
regard
«1 don’t see how they can get nto moh
don’t drift and float down the- swift
as
a
creaturo-of
the
evif
spirit,
and-anything
le ps” ud Mog begining tobeln nterthat touches him is accursed ; for instance, ‘of life with all your ehergies on [y “aad
if be is shot with a gun, thie gt can never “center.” I always thirik of this when I gee
ee
tot 0 large as we are. i

Thy are very ignorant and. digradot?

TR

the terminations eommo:

almost gone, Florence thought that what

Luck slides down to indolence.

May said, mappishly,—

they kill him with clubs, and burn the clubs.

inkus, -nstimie

of Technol
* Bol 1871.

Lane & Co.

j

and rocky ground, trying to plant thereon
some flower. seeds. But every time she
opened
her hand the wind seemed to puff pil,
they are interes
in themselves,
ting and pre.
them away. At last, when her seed was sent a great variety in both
matter and style.

Church Monthly.

extraneous

stopped:
:
in trouble with her teacher, Miss Atkins,
The pilot sounded the bell in the engine- and you know that I let Miss Atkins think
thing Iknow of ; they go so fast they have a room to go ahead, but it was not answered ; that I had broke the rules, rather than
the boat drifted swiftly, and in a moment that she* should be exposed. And she has’
pole
to stop themselves.”
«1 don’t
see any use in living in sucha
crash it went against a ship, and carried never thanked me. And ‘I know that shé”
“
That
would
pe
as
much
fan
he
skating,”
box of a house, anyway ; there isn’t half |
away. her rigging around the bowsprit ; then says hateful things about me behind my
enough room for us,”—he laid down his pa- said May.
smash into another steamboat, and made back. I am tired of being kind to her,
“
They
don’t
use
them
for
fin
I
can
tell
per, and said, in his Guiet way:
480 you don’t think our house is large | you; they use them to hunt the bear and a wreck of her wheel-house, .and very “badly and getting nothing for it but her selfishThe pilot was frantic ness.”
wolf.
The bear they eat, but the wolf they damaged herself,”
puough for us, daughter?”
with
rage
at
what
he
deemed
stupidity
kill
only
because
he
likes
reindeer
meat
too
“Well, my dear, did you act kindly for
“No, I don’t,” May replied, more gehtly.
well, »
;
of
the
engineer,
the
officers
of
the
craft
were the sake of getting something back for it ?
« Tt’s too bad. I can’t have a big party on
loudly cursing the stupidity of the pflot, and Ought we not to act generously for our
my birthdzy, as Alice Hunt did on hers, be- | *¢ Did you eat any bei meat ?"
there
was a great running to and fro of all own sake, even more than for others’ sake P»
‘“ Yes. Theyhad a great feast over a big
A
is so little,” and she cast a
hands,
when the pilot was told by the engi“I do n't see any use in being generous,
bear
while
I
was
there,
‘and
after.
all
the
* glance of contempt around the cozy parlors.
“ Well, May, what would you think of liy- meat was eaten, they buried the bones as neer that his engine was on a * dead’ cen- when it only makes people worse.”
«
“But our Master says—‘if ye love them
ing ina house—or rather tent—only six feet carefully and orderly. as though it was a hu- ter,” and until the crank was pushed over in
some way he was powerless. By this time, that love you, what reward (or merit) have
,
"in diameter, or just about as big as mamma's man skeleton.”
the boat
had drifted a long way and was al- ye? Do not even the publicans the same:
* Why-do they do that, papa?’
bath-room
?”
|
most
a_wreck,
indeed so badly damaged It is very pleasant to receive. kindness for.
“ Because they are very_ superstitious.
«1 guess, nobody lives in such a little
| They believe the bear can hear all they say that she could not go on her voyage, and in kindness. But no one is acting as a Clitis-

"them SINE SATAY SYORITIn or.ta-

READER,

Notes,
Philclogiont and thorns. oo fi
merous references to Suh b Prouch Si

his words, ‘he said, *“ They who in this
world would sow the seeds of goodness,
must do as we farmers do, and often sow

“Well, he did not htt his natural taste
from you, that is certain,”

addition to the literary board which so mally
deft ‘hands are Seuaiyy engaged in supplying. -

“You guess not ?- Are you not quite cerany craft which drifts is doomed.
| chievous, wo
oo
alcohol on the human ‘sys
|
tain,
Harry7” she asked.
:
Any of you who understand machinery
|
tem.
It
is
&
convenient,
valuable and timely
“Well, mamma, I'have not done anyknow what it is when an engine is on a
Luck and Labor.
| hand-book, on which the advocates of anger
thing,
but
I
have
thought
about
it.”
ance can draw with profit. !
‘ dead center.” Let me explain to those
She drew her arms around me and held
—
who do not understand. When the walkLast week two boys left their country
homes to seek their fortunes in the city.
ing-beam of a steam-engine has lifted the me close to her.
CHRISTIE ELWOOD AND HER FRIENDS.
New
“Tell me all about it, Harry,” shé said: " “I shall see what luck will do for me,”
York: Robert Carter
& Brothers. 1871. 16mo.
crank to its highest point, or depressed it to
Pp. 270, Sold by Gould and Lincoln.
And then Idid. TI told her. about.my go- said one.
its. lowest,that point is called, the
t
“dead
| These publishers never issue anything that is
ing
to
the
river
Saturday
afternoon,
and
center.” If the crank swings over, as it us.. “I shall see what labor can do for me,” trashy or of a doubtful moral tone, though their
ually does, then the rod goes down from how near I came to getting into the boat,
cried the other.
~
juvenile books are many and attractive. Christie.
the highest point and up from the low- and rowing down to the bridge, and what
Which is the better to depend upon, Tek Elwood is both entertaining and excellent. The
spirit is thoroughly religious, while the charscest; but sometimes, when an engine is go- a terrible temptation it was and how, in one’ or labor ? Let us see,
ing ‘slowly. the crank does not swing past the step I should have been in; but the memory
Luck is alwas waiting for something to™ r painting exhibits skill and keeps clear of exde
The wholesomest and highest lessons of
center, and
then, as the piston presses of my promise to her and the thought that turn up.
duty are effectively taught in a narrative
God
saw
me,
held
me
back,
when
there
was
straight down or draws straight up, does
Labor will tarn up something.
that keeps clear alike of dullness and sensaLuek lies abed wishing.
not .tend to turn -the crank as-it does only one step betwixt me and the boat.
tionalism.
And when I had done, I found mamma's
A
when in any other position, the engine stops,
Labor jumps up at six o'clock, and with
.and the crank has to be swung over the cen- tears falling, just like rain-drops, in my busy pen or ringing hammer lays the foun THE CHILDREN'S EMBLEM MANUAL. By Elizabeth Heywood. New York: N. Tibbals- and
hair,
dation of 4 competence. *
ter by hand.
:
%
Son. 16mo. pp. 72
Luck whines.
“0, my child!
I thank God!
I thank
Now this ‘“ dead center” is in an engine
This little volume contains a large number of
God
|”
she
said.
Labor
whistles,
:
1
just what indecision is in a boy or man.
anecdotes and other articles of real interest to
And I ‘too thanked him, then, from my
Luck relies on chances.
The crank moves slowly, and without force
the young, besides a namber of emblem pictLabor on ‘character.
ures. It is abundant in material, cheap and
enough to carry it over that point; it is un- heart, that I did not take that ‘‘ one Sp.”"—

our seaport towns, watching g large steam-

“ How is that ?”

#¢On snow shoes.”
- .*“ Like those I saw
asked May.

Papa’ 8 Story.

May.

Helo ears £3 ters voraait—Hie
‘can manage the boat as well as 1.” /

the water.”
. +
And that isall. Itsis just m
ma's nery“They are the queerest folksI ever heard
of,” said May.
ousness; and I know -nothing would happen ta me, Fetting in there, and having a
“ They are a very singuli people,” i
~** Probably she did. These Yappe4 papa. ‘1 became acquainted with one of little sail, and it would be so nice, this afttheir pastors, a very worthy man, who spént ernoon, ‘and the river looks, away up by
What a funny name,” intesrupted May.
“ They used to own all of Sweden and his life and talents trying to benefit the the bridge, like a ribbon among the oaks
and poplars.
A
Et
Norway. But now they are subject to thé poor creatures. He toldjme a great deal
Swedes, Norwegians and Russians.’ In about them. More than I could tell you. in| Nobody would ever kiiow anything about
an evening." =
their country, you know, it is very cold.”
it, either ; for, of course, should
I
get back
"44. Oh, yes ;' I've read about it.”
“Iam glad I don't live there,”, spid May. safe, and 1 do not . believe there would be
‘“" In winter they dress
in skins, and when |
;
“If you did. live there, you'd have to live any harm in it.
‘squatting around their fire, they look like in a smaller house even, than this ¢ box of a
But, then, there is .my promise‘ to mothmounds of fur, with a head on top.”
thing,’ » sid Hope, smiling. — Interior.
er; there is no getting. around that; and it
! « How funny they must look !” said May,
was the last thing she spid to me before she
laughing.
.
left homeon Thursday,’
Je
Decision. a
She ¢alled me to the curtinge, and bent
* They have an odd way toNesp their
over one side, and smoothed my ‘hair as.
hands and feet warm.”
A boy needs decision of character more
i
~« How is that, papa?”
than any other trait, and 1 can sympathize she always does when she talks to me.
“Now ,Harry,boy," she said, *‘I want you
*“. They have boots, and gloves, made of with
a boy who is doing’ his. best to cultireindeer skin, much too large for them, vate this virtue.
It is his sheet-anchor, to-promise that you will not get inside of
They stuff them out with dried grass and which, by the grice and help of God, can’ that boat until your father and I get home
leaves, which keeps them very warm.”
hold him’ right when all else fails him. A again,”
“No, ‘mamma, 1 will not, certainly al |
« Their hands must look like those old boy should learn how to say * No,” and
boxing gloves. of Unele John’s up in the not only how to say it, but how to live up answered, though I hated w, bad enough—
garret,” said May.
to it.” “When sinners entice thee, con- that is a fac
“ Well they do.”
*
sent thou not;” that means,
say ‘‘ No": And I think it is quite too bad that such a
““ButI don’t see why they don't build with emphasis, and after Saying no, leave big boy as I am can not have his own way
houses, when they live in such a cold coun- the place at once. It is your only safety. in such things.
O dear! dear! the longer 1 look, the more.
try—even snow houses—such as the Esqui- If you say “‘ Get thee behind me, Satan,”
maux build—would be better than’ tents.” he won't *get.™ He never goes away I want to go, It seemsasifI must.
One step more and I shall be in the hoaty
They do not stay long enough in one politely and "humbly when ordered—not
but
there—my promise to mamma!’
.
place. .You see, they live by means of the he. He will face you, and the only‘ way to
And how shall I feel when slie comes
reindeer. That useful animal = gives them get him behind you is to turn around and
milk,-draws their sledges, and
furnishes walk away, and then of course he is behind’ and looks in my face, and calls me her darling boy, and puts her arms around my
them with meat. It feeds on a particular you. This requires decision.
kind of moss. This does not grow very
If Tom and Harry tempt you to run | neck, and kisses me, over and over
thickly of course, and so, when one place away from school, or go where ‘you ought | | again?
is all eaten over, they have to pack up not to go, and-you reply in an undecided | , * She will not ask me whether I have bee n
their tents and start fora new place ; thus | way, “I guess not—perhaps it is not best | in the boat, because I promised her I would
they lead a wandering life the whole time.” | —I rather think I'd better not,” you are’ | not, and I never told my mother a lie in
¢ I shouldn’t think they could find moss | Tom and Harry's boy. They have you | | my life, and Will not now.
enough for reindeer to eat.”.
| sure. If a boy is undecided, he is lost. | Mamma came home last night.- Such a
‘* They can; and what is “very curious, But if, when they mak® such a proposition | hugging as I had!
“Has my Harry been a good boy?” she
the reindeer can find it himself fdnder the | to you, you say ‘No, sir,” and I thibk you
snow. They smell it out, and then dig might be pardoned for saying * No; sir-ee,” said, ‘‘and not done a single thing his
down to it, and eat it. It is a very exciting and turn away, why then you are safe, aml mother would have disapproved of 7
“No, I guess not, mamma,” 1 said; but
thing to see the reindeer milked. - The men neither Tom nor Harry, nor Satan, has the
who have charge of the herd, drive tlienr in- least hold upon you. A boy who is unde- I was thinking about the boat, and id not
to ‘a sort of yard which they have.for them, cided in his moral character, in his sports, speak very positively.
Mamma held me away, and looked in my
and then proceed to catch those they wish to and whén he grows up, in’ his business,
milk. They are extremely wild, and have floats, drifts along to sure destruction ; for eyes.
to be caught with a sort of lasso.”

of

your

He

away and returned to hér- father's six-foot
tent, to spend the rest of her life.”
* T hope she enjoyed herselr] in that den,”
said May, +

Unchanged through all these years;
How like some sweet; familiar face
My childhood’s home appears!
&
‘The grand old trees beside the door
Still spread their branches wide,
The river wanders as of yore,

Where

torts

sight of their familiar; dress, and reindeer
| teams made herso homesick that she ran

Ah here it is, that dear old place,

Burst through the unseen

a rich assim

? | came to the tawn where she lived, and the
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months and 21 days.
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to all the family. ~ Long sickness
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but rather increased the affection for her. Jesus, |"
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last earthly/ look at * Rose?” Funeral seryices,
at which a large concourse of relatives and friends
were present, were held at the Academy, Sab-

The Florida Reef. -

“thermometer ranged from 25 degrees to 29

and

is Ihtherother
ung
iso, or 41 dat Kad

barium, magnesium, iron,chromium, nickel, fluence of the upas tree on all livifig things
Pyrophofography. :
copper, zing, ‘strontium, cadmium, cobalt, Within its pange. Dr. French, an eminent
hydrogen, mangan@se, aluminum, titanium. sur geon in the service of the Kast India |
The stars have also been subjected to Company, first described the tree and its | Among the numerons applications of phoobservation we see that it forms only when SpoeiIditi ead with equal success. destructive power in **Pennock’s Outlines to, aphy to the arts may be mentioned one
hey are shown to resemble our sun, their of the Globe,” Jublishid at the close of the called pyrophotography ; or, in-ether words,
the windis northward, i. e., at some poind
“between north and west or north and east, light coming from white hot matter in their last century. = As he gave the account.from the production of translucent photographic
and never when thé wind is southward. - It atmospheres. About eighty lines in the his own gbservation, it seemed entitled to pictures on glass by means of a fusible siH-'
ints, wn everything the spectrum of the light from .Aldebaran have greater weight. - He said, ‘I saw it myself, cious color, = A mixtureyof honey, glycerine,
. begins with mere
wind reaches, on the rock, on the show, on been mapped,and it has been ascertained the sole individual of its species, standing and a gummy substance, dissolyedin water,
the railway and on every part of the build- that the atmosphere of this star contains adone in & scene of solitary horror, in the SRdared upon a glass plate, forming a thin,
ing, even on the glass. /On the, south side sodium, magnesium, hydrogen, bismuth, middle . of a naked, blasted plain, surround- sticky stratum.
Thi¢, dried at"ad moderate
mercury. Sirius ed by a circle of mountains, the whole ares heat, becomes hard, but possesses the propit is vepy slight, as the wind reaches: there tellurium, antimony To
only in eddying gusts. When the surface is contains sodium; magnesium, iron and of which is covered with skeletons of birds, erty of slowly “abSorbing water from the
rough, the points, as they, begin, are an inch hydrogen. About sixty other stars have beasts, sand men. Not a vestige of vegeta~ atmosphere and again’ becoming stic
If
or more apart; when smooth it almost en- been examined and all seem to have some ble life is-to be seen within the contaminat- a quantity of bichromate of ‘potash be addtirely covers the surface at the very begin- chemical element known on earth.—Apple- ed atmosphere, and ‘even the fishes die in ‘ed to the mixture "before laying it on, its
ning, but soon only a few points elongate, ton’s Journal.
:
the water,”
Mr, Darwin, the distinguished properties are modified so that, when exae
s0, on whatever surface it begins to form, it
botanist, “accepted the theory as a scientific poséd under a negative, the illuminated
fact, and in his ‘Botanic Garden,” exercis- portions lose their. stickiness and become
has very soon th@ same
general GppoaruiLS,
‘ed a little poetic license, making the mias- permanently horny
presenting
everywhere
the same
utiful,
in texture; while the
‘| ma penetrate over ten lea es square, and shaded portions will, in a few minutes, befeathery-like forms, In
going up the mounI ———
tain we do not seéit until we get some disdestroy alike the eagle in the air or the lion come stic
in, in. Fopostion to the
Two prominent features ‘seem superim- on the plain,
tance above she limit of the trees; it is
depth of the ho Ah off from one denearly a mile before it is seen in its charac. posed on the Atlantic face of our coast: the
A more careful investigation of facts has gree. to another . with perfeet precision.
teristio forms, and it is only immediately ominculas of Cape Cod and Florida. The found the tree to be perfectly harmless, and After the plate has been’ exposed to the
after’ls still growing, and it is well ascer- that- the destructive power is due alone to light a suitable length: of time, ih the
abové the summit that it presents its “most
attractive features.” We notice also that it tained that nearly all of the peninsula has the fumes of sulphate and carbonic acid gas negative or picture above it, on réfoving
always forms towards the wind, never from been built up from the sea bottom by spe- coming from ‘volcanic openings. in the re- it from the frame there will be no indication
it; and the rapidity with whieh it forms and cies of corals and other marine animals now gion. There is a famous “Valley of-Poison” whatever.of a, picture ; but if a very fine
there.
Centuries at the foot ofthe Volcano Papandaging in black or brown fusible: powder be dusted
._the greatIength of the horizontal masses is living and operating
truly wonderful..
¥€e placéd a round stick, must have passed while ‘this vast - tract has Java, where scientific travelers have found oyer the surface, it will bring out a fresh
an inch in diameter, in a vertical position, been built up. But erroneous notions have a great number of wild animals of various and accurate representation of the original
formed
regarding
their
rate of kinds, as dogs, cats, tigers, rhinoeeroses, image of extraordinary beauty and delicacy,
awhere it was exposed to the full force of the been
. squirrels, birds and snakes.
wind, and in less than two days some of the growth,
The soft hair becoming more and more distinct every
“A brick, having a specimen of meandrina and feathers are preserved, while the bones moment in proportion to the continuance of
horizontg! icicles—=we call them icicles for
was placed crumble and disappear. No living thing the application of the powder. The bithe want of a more appropriate name—were upon it one inch in iomond
two foet in length and scaycely any thicker | under water in the year 1860 by the writer, is". found. in the vicinity, save the upas tree, chromate may now be removed by washing
than the stick itself. . They formed on every at Tortugas, with the view of determining and it is not surprising that Superstigons with water, and the “picture placed in an
When taken notions of its'malarious power should lave oven and fixed directly, or after having had
part of the stick that was exposed, but of the rate of growth of corals.
course some points were mucté longer than up in 1861, just one year after, it had in- been wide-spread. "But the true cause of a transparent ¢oating of enamel laid upon
others. They remained several days, but’ creased to two inches in diameter, and was death, in this case, is very obvious, as there it.— Harper's Magazine.
The large are many crevices and openings in the side
* with a ghange of wind they were blown off. - over half an inch in thickness.
On some of the piles of stones south of the | aquarium, which was built at the water- of the mountains, from which carbonic gas
“Color in the Sky.’
house, these horizontal masses are now more | side for observation of marine objects, con- and sulphurous fumes are emitted in. great
uantities. It was by such emissions that
than five feet in length.
On the- southern | tained many - other. specimens, : and it was
exposures, instead of the ‘frost work,” observed ‘that the branch corals grew even the elder Pliny and his companions were
The crimson of thé morning and the
there are only masses of pure ice, which more rapidly, some attaining five to six suffocated, at the time of thé destruction of evening, and-the blue color of the sky, . are
Herculaneum,
though
they
were
miles
away
inches
in
one
year.
have always
a peculiar hue of greendsh blue.
due to a common cause, according to ProThe various forms of branch corals, brain front Vesuvius.
In the early part of December, when the
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Mrs. JANE HEALY died at East Topsham, Vt.,
Nov, 23, aged 84 years.
Professed Christ in 1840
an d departed in comparative resignation,

uages.
/
REED, Professor of Mat
tics.
JORIE SUMPTION, Teacher of Primary Depart-

&

ment.

Mgrs. MARY J. BE. ADKINSON, Teacher of Instrus
mental Music.
Calendar for 1870-71 —Fall term begins SepMR. 8S, M. Tusss died at West Topsham, Dec.
‘tember
6, and ends November 25.
28. He was a stirring business man anda true
Sprirg term begins March 7, and ends May 27.
soldier against the great Rebellion more than
Summer term beging June 6, and ends August 18.
‘years, Before he died he met with a sig|’ three
nificant change of heart, and rejoiced in a happy
de ath.

THE

Bro, ROBERT SARGENT, of Orange,

died Jan,
He had
been for miny years a consistent Christian and
member of our church, and died as he lived.
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Term

at

Lyndon

Center,

on TUESDAY, August 23, 1870, for

the Academical

es M, Hayes, Esq.
died in Lebanon, Dec. 23d, aged 60 years and
3 months,
Sheidentified her interest with the
people of God in the early part of her life, “afd
ever afterwards gave the highest exhibition of
that interest by a pious walk with Jesus. She
Ww as rradually wasting and failing with consumption for a number of years, and at times she suffered extremely ; yet the insence of her life 'during her sufferings—her unwavering faith and untiring patience—gave to those around her, unmistakablé testimony that the religion she professed
was to her a reality.
Although for a |
time
she was unable, in consequence of her health, to
mingle with Christians in public *worship, yet
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150, 1871, after a long and severe ii

year 1870-71.

| CALENDAR,
— Fall term begins August 23;
Nov

4.

°

ends

Winter term begins Nov. 15; ends Jai. 20, 1871.
Spring term begivs Jan. 31; ends Apri
14. 1871.
Summer term begins Apnl 26: ends July
6, 1871.
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Mr. GEORGE

W.

WORTHEN,

Principal.

Miss SARAH E. MASON, Preceptress.
MR. HIRAM M. PEARL, Teacher af Commercial De-
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with such other assistance as may be required.
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OLIVER
SEANAD
degrees and the wind was southward, the are familiar to most. Our museums are
Magazine :
1B CHY fest dns
Sleep and Habit.
ice formed to the thickness of a foot or more well stocked, with fine specimens. The |
The color has not the same origin as that from her life arose evidence of godliness. She was
on the telegraph poles near the: house, "Free Academy at New York has a fine col- |
of ordinary coloring matter, in which -cer- kind and benevolent, especially. to the poor
WANTED.—No work by this
p* Sleep is much modified by habit. Thus tain portions of the whitd solar light are ex- around her, As she drew near the Jordan of ularAGENTS
These icy masses are formed evidently by lection of every species known to-the waauthor ever before sold by subscription.
It roll XL
A large fragment of an old artilleryman often enjoys tranquil re- tinguished, the color of the substance being death, she gave many expressions of joy. As her more reading and illustration for the price than any copythe condensation of the vapor of the atmos- ters of our shores,
book, equal in other respects published in America.
while ‘the cannon are thundering that of the portion which remains.. A vio- earthly house dissolved she quietly left it, agccom- right
phere,4s it is not uncommon for it to be the Reef, as it appears with many of its va- pose
JN. RICHARDSON & ¢0., Boston, Mass.
panied by angels, to awake finding herself stand- Address
wi
:
v
above the
pointof saturation. The * frost rious inhabitants, and_two fine heads of around him; an engineer has been known let is blue because its molecular texture en- ing in the streets of the heavenly city. She
to
fall
asleep
within
a
.
boiler,
while
brain-coxal,
each
two
feet
in
diameter,
are
work” is
formed by the condensation of
ables it ‘to quench the ¢reen, yellow and red leaves to’ ‘mourn, a kind husband, four children
his fellows were beating it out on the inside constituents of white light, and to allow the and other relatives,besides a large circle of friends,
vapor, butbesides
the vapor, the air must ‘among them.
by the writer.
1. C. Gurr TLL.
One species of astreea, unlike most of the with their ponderous hammers and the; re- blue. free transmission.
be filled gvith minute spicule of ice. As the
A geranium is red: Services
>»
mscribed growth, pose of a miller is nowise incommoded by because its molecular texture is such as
vapor
enses, these are caught and thus corals that have a ci
the
hoplzontal feathery masses are formed. spreads out ledge-like, and knows no the noise of his mill. Sound ceases to be a quenches all rays except the red. * Such eolAcademies; &cC.
boundary, no definite’ form. This particu- stimulus to such men, ahd what would have ors are called eolors of absorption; but the
And How THEY WERE MADE; or the Struggles aud
Men.
vd
fi
rincipal
ele- proved an inexpressible annoyance to oth- hue of the sky is not of this character. The
served, namely: that it forms when the lar species seems to be . the
EET
It is blue light of the sky is reflected light, and
wind is northward and ‘always towards the ment in reefbuilding; its individual polyp ers, is by them altogether unheeded.
AUSTIN ACADEMY.
is small, but the congregation is vast, and common for carriers to sleep on horseback, were there nothing in our atmosphere comwind.
‘
CENTER STRAFFORD, N. H.
During ‘ petentto reflect the solar rays we should see
- The prevailing wind has been northwest. tier after tier rises until the surface is and coachmen on their coaches.
The
Spring
of eleven weeks will commence
the
battle
of
the
Nile
some
boys
were
so
exreached,
when
acres,
miles,
of
this
one
va"We have only two calms on-record, and the
no blue firmament, but should look into the Tuesday, Feb.Term,
21, 1871. I. C. GRAVES, A. M., from
greatest velocity exceeded. 100 miles. per riety lie dead and ‘decaying, and furnish a hausted that they fell asleép on the deck darkness of infinite space. The reflection Bates
College, Principal.
, a rate without precedent. on meteoro- strong foothold for another element of land- amid the deafening thunder of that dread- of the blue is effected by perfectly colorless ®rurTIoN.—Primary, Padi
.
$3.50
fal engagement. Nay, silence itself may particles.
logical record. ‘The observations on clouds making, not less sure and irresirtible.
Comunon English,
+ 4.00
Smallness of size alone is requiHigher,
.
.
vj
op
4.50
The mangrove now performs its part. A become a stimulug, while a sound ceases to site to insure the selection and reflection of
are very limited, there-having been only six
%
Languages,
.
N
5.00
clear days during the month.
A "very re- long, cigar-shaped fruitis formed, the seed be so. Thus, a miller being very ill, his this color. . Of all the visual waves emitted
in good families frofh $2.24 to $3.00. Rooms
THFZ-NECTAR
THEA NECTAR
markable phenomenon presents itself in - the of which germinates within the small incon- mill was stopped that he might not be .dis- by. the sun, the shortest and smallest are canBoard
be obtained. by those who wish to board themIS 4 PURE
* rapid changes in the relative humidity of the spicuous flower before it drops, and pre- turbed by its moise; but this, so far from those which correspond to the blue color. selves.
GEO, C. PEAVEY, President.
‘WARREN. FOSS, Secretary.
sents the strange spectacle of a, young tree, inducing sleep, prevented it altogether On such waves small particles have more
«atmosphere.
:
Strafford,
Jan.
12,
1871.
4
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18 g.. 20 fh arm. AW seri] ‘fb 3k
ing that one bushel per acre, drilled,is the right Lowel 4p. pty @ 142/Glue....5 on HG
BO
quantity for heavy land. During two years one | Extra Superfine.. & 1 15
PETROLEUM.

The number of pieces in an American watch
practice; and these should 'be taught in the - famivaries Trom one hundred and fifty-six to one
ly, each child taking his or her turn.
Chickén
hundred and eighty, while a watch made by:
and partridges are carved in the same way.
hand in the old English style contained eight

"MISCELLANEOUS.
Apaches

is thirty-eight

states.

‘Washington territory.

The

est to you first, then

Returns made to the Department of Agricult:

against time, and prevented the resolution creating a special committee on ocean telegraph legislation from eoming up. Thegteamship subsidy
bills were passed over, and the. bill granting pengions to persons’ concerned in the war of 1812
was taken up, amended and passed.
The House,
Soon after assembling, went into committee of the
whole on the naval appropriation bill.
On Saturday, in the Senate, Mr. Pomeroy’s
resolution offering a naval vessel to carry stores
to France was passed after some debate, and
after some little talk on the bill revising the postal laws the Senate went into executive session,
and after two hours’ debate confirmed M. J.
Kramer as minister to Denmark.
In the House

making

|i ouids......

acre, showing an advantage of three bush-

can prevent sn ungraceful appearance.
A sharp
knife is requisite, and a thin and well tempered
blade. In carv ing turkey cut off the wing near-

70,

Dr.4&lolmes says that, “ Walking is a perpetu-

nies. The St. Croix Railroad bill was defeated,
and Mr. Hoar’s education bill is now in order.
The Ku-Klux investigation
was continued.

near the

acre, while

at’

els

that he has full control over it; if far ‘off nothing

al falling, with a perpetual self-recovery.
It is
a most complex,
violent, and perilous operation, which we divest of its extreme. danger only by continual practice from a very early
period of life.”

"tion of debts due from southern railroad compa-

passed

in Nevada county

The platter should be placed so

per

was

ease, not be forced to accept. the assistance of visitors who would: probably dread the operation.

to

are in this county

els

This must be taught him,

at their own homes the task often-devolves

WEST. WISCONSIN “RAILWAY 0

MOLASSES.

ner sown was at the rate of forty-nite bush- | Medium id...

them, and they should be able to perform it with

latter.
« The production of silk worms in Nevada coun-

days.

was

v

his usual quantity. of one bushel per acre on the |

Ladies ought especially to make carving a study;

in Springfield,

Orleans steamship line, and Mr, Stewart those of
the’ Stn Francisco and Aastralian'line. In the
House, 4 bill was passed providing for the collec-

a bill

are considered titbits.

Mass., the rain-fall irr 1869 was’ almost one-half
more "than in 1870, the exact amount being 57
inches in the former year, and 10, inches in the

000 mulberry trees, of which number 20,000 are
over three years old. “I'he average time of feed-

Friday,

He grasps

He has learned

the leg is not so good, Butit is not an easy task
to separate them; and he thinks he had rather
chop wood than carve turkey. He does not know
that on the back lies, a delicious morsel called the’
oyster, and the side bones below the second joint

Twenty-five ‘students at Cornell are studying
Chinese. ~As that university £laims to be eminently practical, it is a fair question to ask what
good it will do them.
J

ghan claim.
On Tharsday, in the Senaté, Mr. Kdllogg urged
the claims of his proposed” Mexican and New

On

soon finds Himself sadly embarrassed.
the knife and fork desperately.

CANDLES,-

and SAFETY.

hoe
economy of seed-sowing. In October, 1869, he Goad Ordinaryikk d. 5 tostRonta Ty
drilled one peck of wheat on half an acre, and: Mid. to gdm
{iu48.- Tal Am. dry, pure 0} @.. 10

carve—I never tried.” Or, if it be attempted, one

Paragrapns.

the land office. The House took ‘up the bill
prescribing the oath to be taken by persons who
participated in the rebellion, which was passed
after some noisy debate. The judiclary committee of the House reported against PecGarra- 1

——

by his

{+

7a
DOMESTI
.
|
appeared in that city against Gambetta’s decrees. | that the slice of the breast of a turkey is a dainty ; rest of the \ field. The two h half-acres
were careand
ngs
| Zine,
“
that a wingis good; the second joint also; that fully kept separate, and thé ‘produce- of the thin- | Heavy Band 12) @.. 13 pS.

a

after a warm debate, and Willis
commissioner

instructed

equerries of Napoleouw’s household service have:
been arrested at Lille, and several protests have

On Wednesday, in the Senate, a resolution of
pity and sympathy for France was introduced
and passed. ' J. H. Hill was admifted as Senator
as

was

For the week ending. Fes. 1, 18710

-

u declines to stand as a candidate for the
assembly. Favye; while negotiating the armis-

first time during the session.

continued

Faidherbe has ac-

persons have asked for permission to leave Paris.
tice,

have been furnished with a variety of food

PE

BosToN WHOLESALE PRICES.

and the best folds of sheep are not. those phich

long winter confinements- Would youwo
both ladies and gentlemen, and should be taught. ing their
then have good bins full
of roots
One can not learn it by tuition, but by. practise, have good stock?
4
bit:
joined by a small slice of theory. It is true that for thelr winter feed,
the French style of serving meat sliced
is fast banishing the necessity of carving at the tablés of the
3 ‘How Lid Sow Wheat,
rich, but in middle life, where such elegances are:
‘not practised,.a knowledge of carving should bea
Mr. Mechi, the famous farmer of Tiptree Hall,
part of a boy’s. of girl’s education. How often do
we hear a person say, *“ Oh, excuse me, I can’t England; jas you uaking experiments fn the

The army of the eastis in

of almost everything.

.

Qurving is a very desirable accomplishment for

er is intensely cold. and the wants of the people
"are far from being supplied. - Seventy thousand

“ma claims were considered in committee for the

Drummond ‘was

on Havre.

How to’ Carve.
\

|

i+'Fhe Markets. :

LL will find the defect in part supplied: by roots’ of
various kinds. “Among these, turnips, carrots,
beets and the like, have their value,
But these
or something of the kind, should be provided to
give variety to our winter supply of stock,
i
Furmers, look to this, and see if the best cattle

the French press, however,

cepted the armistice. Several car-loads of provisions entered Paris on Saturday,
but the weath-

resolution was adopted directing a suit to be
' brought for the sinking of the Oneida. The bill
concerning the sequirement ‘of government land
by, discharged soldiers was passed. The Alaba-

from Georgia,

stands firm;

do not support his views. Garabaldi has asked
to have his army included in the armistice. He
has evacuated Dijon and the Germans have
marched in again. Five thousand ‘Prussians are

discussed, but no decision was

was

case

torial

-

Aural any Doss.

decree. Fo,

ing certain persons from voting or accepting candidatures to the national assembly,
but the French

